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This is a collection of presentations made at the 1998 Colloquium in Ottawa. Topics discussed atthe Colloquium included: trade in the next millennium; the Commonwealth's image problem; aproposed agenda for governance and the Commonwealth; Commonwealth technical co-operation;
Commonwealth co-operation in health and population challenges; decentralisation,
democratisation and empowerment at the local level; and education. Speakers included: The
Hon Sir Humphrey Maud, KCMG, Commonwealth Deputy Secretary-General (Economic and
Social Affairs); Mr. T. G. Plumptre, Senior Vice President, Trade Finance and Correspondent
Banking, The Bank of Nova Scotia; Murray Burt, International President of the Commonwealth
Journalists Society; and Lewis Perinbam, Senior Advisor, External Relations, The Commonwealth
of Learning; the Population Council and CIDA. The presentations raised many issues and
resulted in a few recommendations for the Commonwealth. For instance, it was noted that, while
the Commonwealth has advantages to offer the 3rd millennium (techniques of consensus-building
and quiet diplomacy), it suffers from weaknesses resulting from the failure of its members to meet
resource commitments and to demonstrate the necessary political will. With respect to economic
development and trade, the Commonwealth has an important role to play in transferring assistance
and building stronger knowledge networks. The member states were urged to adopt guidelines
regarding government and justice embodied in the Singapore, Lusaka, Harare, and Edinburgh
declarations. Among others, it was recommended that the Commonwealth:
- continue helping member countries strengthen core government institutions and their functions,especially regarding policy formulation, implementation and coordination, finance and audit, civilservice and law reform, in recognition of the linkage between governance and development, andto extend its activities to defend and promote freedom of expression;
- explore means to correct the misbehaviour of police and enhance mutual understanding betweenpolice, the media and human rights activists;
- share resources and assistance in education and learning; to reduce tuition fees;- support small states and islands as they face challenges in the global economy, sustainabledevelopment, illicit drug trade;
- raise the profile of the Commonwealth and to act on the erosion of respect for basic humanrights and democracy in Nigeria;
- give greater priority to sustainable development, environmental and population issues;- urge members states to establish National Human Rights Commissions and to improve access toeducation by girls and women.





COMMUNIQUÉ

of the
Ottawa Colloquium on the Commonwealth i the 3rd Millenniumn

20-22 February 1998

This Communiqué synthesizes the views, and opinions expressed by delegates in presentations,

discussions and written submissions to the " Commonwealth in the 3rd Millennium" colloquium

organized by the Royal Commonwealth Society (Ottawa Branch) in collaboration with the RCS

Canadian National Council, held in Ottawa, Canada, February 2Oth to 22nd 1998.

1 . In a world frauglit with conflict and divisive elements, the Commonwealth lias proven

itself to be a gentle, yet strong force for decency, peace and good government. We believe it

must increase that influence and example as the human. family faces unprecedented challenges in

the new millennmum.

2. We beheve that the Singapore Declaration of Commonwealth Pninciples, the Lusaka

Declaration of the Commonwealth on Racism and Racial Prejudice, the Harare Commonwealth

Declaration, the Edinburgh Economnic Declaration, together with the Millbrook Commonwealth

Action Programme, provide a necessary framework for action -i the 3rd millennium. by both

govemnments and civil society. But mnspiring declarations and programmes are not sufficient.

Words must be given meaning by deeds.

3. We further believe that the challenges of the 3rd niillennium, present an opportumty which

the Commonwealth cannot and must flot let pass. It bas certain advantages:

* it is unique among international associations in its techniques of consensus-building
and quiet diplomacy; and

* it is well-placed to make a difference in promoting democracy, building capacity and
defending human riglits.

But these advantages are niitigated by certain weaknesses:

* its members have failed to meet their commitments to furnish the resources needed
for its programmes;



* nor have they always shown the polîical will to fulfill the commitments to action to
which they have signed up; and

* it lias failed to get its message across effectively to the intelligent young and to the
media.

4. We challenge the Commonwealth, to take practical and well-focused measures which will
demonstrate i a practical way the core values expressed i its Declarations and Action
Programme. It should take the lead i helping make economides socially accountable, societies
racially equitable and gender egalitarian, and the human race ecologically responsible.

5. We urge memiber countries to, restore the Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation
(CFTC) at the very least to its 1991 level, i real terms.

Economic development, business and trade

6. The icreasingly important role played by regionalism i the development of the global
economy bas implications for Commonwealth countries, both individually and as a group. Nearly
every Commonwealth country is now a member of one or more regional trade groupigs, as well
as belongig to the World Trade Organization (WTO). How does membership i these bodies
affect members' national development strategies, and what implications does this have for their
interests i the Commonwealth? Commonwealth countries are generally flot important trading
partners. Is economic regionalîsm and the Commonwealth compatible, and if so, how can one be
made to strengthen the other?

7. These developments are forcing countries outside the major trading blocs to develop new
approaches to trade and development. SmalI busiesses will icreasmngly have to use synergy to
overcome the inhibitions of operathig i restricted local markets; the low cost of air freiglit and
fiber optics means that teams of small local flrms can market globally. We cail on the
Commonwealth to help share best practices i local and regional cluster development. We cal on
member countries to collaborate on policy and sharing experience, though some may be at odds
withi iternational forums over issues such as frece trade, government settig of economic
priorities and government support for local and national industries.

8. Growth is a necessary but not sufficient condition for resolving social development
problems. Economic growth can generate the wealth needed to address them,4 and to share wealth
sustainably, and increased trade can maximize these benefits. The Commaonwealth bas an
important role to play transferring assistance, brokering collaboration and sharing of experience
and tlirough development and technical aid. In other words, its primary funiction should be
building stronger knowledge networks.

9. Highly interactive, highly wideband communication will stimulate increased international
interaction and collaboration, essentially remnoving ail physical boundaries from the workplace.



An intellectual economny, based more on services than on goods, is coming into being, and it

requires a new vocabulary that is values-based, flot cost-based. It also requires new tbinking on

bow to deal with the speed of decision making and of accumulation of information embodied in

this new economny. The Commonwealth can assist li building interactive knowledge networks for

the transfer and collaborative development of skills, and can provide forums for the discussion of

emerging issues.

Government and Justice

10. The member countries of the Commonwealth share a rich legacy of laws, institutions, and

legal values including the mile of law, îndependent courts, the adversary system, an independent

bar and the ideal that no person is above the law. From these core traditions, the Commonwealth

bas gradually developed a code of prnciples which now seem more susceptible of consistent

application. At the same turne, many member countries bave adopted innovations wbich they

beheve better reflect their local needs. In some cases, such astbe Native sentencing circles ini

Canada, these innovations inaintain respect for the rule of law; in others, such as in Nigeria, they

openly defy buman rights.

11. Civil society is grounded in tbis general Commonwealth tradition, and bas taken on new

promiànence witb the end of the Cold War and the outbreak: of local conflicts. Democracy is more

tban the economy, and more than political parties and elections. The leadersbip of a democratic

society is trained and recruited, in the institutions of civil society, which can hold govemnment

accountable and provide genuine expression of local concerns and needs. Wbhile civil society

associations need help from external bodies such as the Commonwealth, they are not delivery

mecbanisnis for donor agencies or governments. The best and most successful international links

are those between civil society organizations i one country and those i another - professional.

bodies, youth associations, women's organizations.

12. We urge the Commonwealth to press member states more forcefully to adopt the

guidelines embodied in the Singapore, Lusaka, Harare and Edinburgh Declarations, together with

thc Millbrook Action Programme, as a framework for the continuing development of their legal

and justice systems. At the saine time, the institutions of civil society deserve stronger support.

The recently-piiblished NGO Guidelines of Practice sbould be widely distributed to help NGOs in

their efforts to niake governments accountable for implementing their Declarations.

Governmeflt

13. We believe tbat the Commionwealth's greatest tool is its political, as opposed to tecbnical,

influence. We urge it to continue its work belping member countries strengthen core institutions

and their functions, because improvemnts in governance are critical to development. The key

roles of governifent include policy formulation, inlplemTeltation and coordination, finance and

audit, and civil service and law reforn. These create and strengtben the legal institutions whicb

regulate Uic promiotioni of democratic structures and multiparty systelns. We challenge



governments to become more fulfly învolved in the process of governance, the unofficial "People's
Commonwealth" of numerous people's organizations, towns, village councils, the self-employed
and womnen's associations. They must also fmnd creative ways to promote the role of the pnîvate
sector in demnocratic development.

14. The informai atmosphere of the officiai Commonwealth "club" both assists and detracts
from its addressing bard core issues. On one hand, its pragmatismn and avoidance of grand theories
enable it to work with opposition parties and NOOs, as weil as governments, in the interests of
member states to defuse conflict. The CFTC, for example, contributes; to good governance
through its flexible approach and inmpartial advice. On the other band, there is a need to address
abuses more rapidly. In this regard, the suspension of Nigerian membership has been a watershed
mnsupport of democratic govemment. We believe that the Commonwealth must be diligent about
the standards of democracy in other member countries, as well.

15. We are gravely concerned that none of the Commonwealth declarations nor the Millbrook
Programme of Action refer to freedom of expression. Journalists suifer abuse every day in niany
memnber countries, with littie recourse nor any substantive actions by the Commonwealh People
mus bave the right to, oppose. We urge the Commonwealth to extend its activities promotmng
demnocratic governance to explicit defence and promotion of freedom of expression.

Justice

16. The Edinburgh Declaration eniphasizes tbat demnocracy, good govemnance, sustaînable
development and respect for human rights and findamental freedoins are interdependent and
mutually reinforcing. We believe that implemnenting the Millbrook Action Programme would
bring about a qualitative change in improving the conditions for better enjoyment of civil, political
and economic human rights.

17. We urge that those Commonwealth countries without National Human Rights
Commissions establish theni as soon as possible. We cai on those that have not ratified, acceded
to or adhered to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, especially
its Optional Protocol, to do so at an early date.

18. We welcome thic work of the Secretariat's Legal Aifairs Division in promotmng mutual
legal assistance agreements, and in particular in helping smaller states with these matters. We
believe the Commonwealth can play a further role through the Commonwealth Foundation and, in
cooperation with the Commonwealth Lawyers Association and other NOOs, in exploring
developments in restorative justice as opposed to retributive justice, to deal with conflicts and to
empower communities to deal with justice i their own ways. AUl member countries should follow
closely Malawi's experiment at reform of its judicial system with the introduction of a
participatoiy Code oflJudicial Ethics.

19. Police are both Uic protectors and guardians of citizens' rights and the instruments of law
enforcement which cmi remnove the same rights. Their actions determine whether itemnationalY



espoused principles Of hulnan nÎghts and fundamental freedoms, mncludmng civil and political rights,

have any meaning. The Commonwealth should help member countries to ensure that they

exercise their power according to law and respect the dfignity and worth of every human being.

20. We recommend that the Commonwealth explore various means to correct police

misbehaviour, such as community policing, civilian oversight of policmng, judicial response to

police violation of standards, and human rights training. We encourage the news media to

exercise vigilance ini these matters.

21. Experience bas taught us that police are generally unaware of their obligations under

national and international law i respect of human rights, but that informai meetings of pohice

officers with members of the media and hunian rights activists can enhance mutual understanding.

We encourage the police agencies of Commonwealth members to, use the UIN Manual on Human

Rights Training for Police and the Commonwealth's own similar manual, and recommend the

formation of a police organization dedicated to, ensuring that the law enforcement agencies of the

Commonwealth fuilfl their role as guardians of human rights and the rule of law. It could

undertake such projects as human. rights training for teachers at police academies, developmng a

code of conduct for Commonwealth police officers, and a program of special awards or

recognition of excellence by police i observance of human rights.

Education

22. An educated citizenry is necessary to develop and sustain open democratic societies.

While the cost of providing appropriate education and training for ail world-wide will be in the

billions, the coat of not doing so will be even higher. The Commonwealth of Leanng and other

distance learning (DL) initiatives are demonstrating that distance teaching and learning offer a

new delivery system that complements traditional institutions. As demand for education continues

to grow, especially in developing countries, DL wiil become the most important means of

reaching individuals. But technology by itself cannot resolve the problem: teachers and

curriculum developers must be trained in appropriate design and delivery of materials and

programmes. We cail on governments to invest adequate funds in DL, and to integrate open and

distance learning into the education mainstrean, as has bappened in India and South Africa. The

Caribbean experience with DL offers another model to further strengthen educational

opportunities. Governments and educators must encourage minimal standards of good practice

and the recognitioni of credentials.

23. Educatioli must focus on human development, the creation and use of technology, thie

application of scientiflc knowledge, and the enhancement of culture and dignity. Girls and women

must have improved access to education to bridge the gap between meni and women. Increased

resources (including scholarships), flexible timetables, second chance programmes, increasing the

number of feniale teachers and awareiiess-rasng are measures available to local and national

governmnits. The Commonwealth as a "family of wealth" should share resources and assistance

to iniprove teacher training, develop curricula, produce teaching materials locally, and help



develop strategies to motivate teachers. This sharing is best done through contacts between
sehool boards and other local authorities.

24. The Commonwealth should be a leader in promotmng education for ail. In this vein, it
should continue to press the major host countries to reduce tuition and other fées charged to
Commonwealth students, and press the Canadian government to ensure that Native Peoples have
access to education appropriate to the modern economy. More generaily, the "'formai"
Commonwealth should coilaborate more effectively and broadly with the informaI Commonwealth,
- associations, civil society and the private sector - in its efforts to support education at ail levels.

25. We welcome the Symons Report Learmningfrom Each Other: Commonwealth Studies for
the 2Jst Century for its fr-ankness conceming the state of knowledge and understanding of the
Commonwealth. We urge that its recommendations be implemented.

Local government

26. Nowhere has democracy worked weil without a great measure of local self-.government.
Its importance in both its management and administrative functions and its role in promotmng
political self -governance has only recently begun to be recognized. A few countries, such as the
Republic of South Africa and Uganda, understand that local govemnment is not just a service
delivery mechanism, and ensbrine it in their Constitutions. We cali on ail Commonwealth members
to follow this examiple.

27. Local government works directly with civil society, and provides one means of its
expression by promoting better standards of living, education, economic development and self-
esteem.L It contributes to sustainable development and peace-building by promotmng local self-help
and sbaring best practices nationally and internationally. Modem telecommunications and shared
knowledge can transform it into a real sphere of government, rather than simply a lower level
dispensmng services. It must be emnpowered; the mechanisnis and tools are more important than
declarations of intent. We believe that the Commonwealth can be a leader in strengthening and
innovating govemance by providing continued support for training of personnel and channels to
develop more twinning arrangements among local authorities to share experiences and skills.
Canada can play an important mile between the Francophonie and the Commonwealth by liking
francophone and anglophone municipal governments throughout the world.

28. We believe the Commonwealth bas an additional role to play ini support of local
governments through its relations with other multilateral organizations. Specifically, we urge it
strongly to persuade the International Monetary Fund to re-examine its reluctance towards the
allocation of fimds to municipal govcrnments, and to offer the IMF advice on mechanisms for
ensuring effective use of extemal assistance by local authorities.

Small states and islands



29. The experiences of Samoa, Malta and CARICOM in the Caribbean prove that small states

can exercise effective sovereignty. To survive in the global economy, some small states have

developed specializations, despite the risks associated with single-industry economiùes, developing

niche specialties seems more effective than attemptmng diversification which is flot solidly based on

local expertise. Clusters of similar and related businesses mn close proximiùty often spawn a hîgh

rate of new busmnesses. Local specialization provides an alternative to globalization.

30. Small states and islands face numerous challenges in their efforts to develop sustainability,

such as the exhaustion of natural resources, a broad range of environmental issues, administrative

capacity, inadequate physical infrastructure and corruption related to the illicit drug trade. Access

through the Internet to information and specialized knowledge relevant to the ecological,

economic, social and cultural aspects of development on sniall. islands, can help to, address these

issues. Organizing such access to information requires more than providing computers and

communications infrastructure. Adequate funds, a national telecommunications strategy,

leadership and expertise are necessary, as the example of the Network of Coconut producers
(COCONET) demonstrates.

31. Tourism can contribute to development if'it is built on environental strengtbs and

safeguards biodiversity. Ecotourism,4 which is increasingly popular, can, however, have

detrimental effects on the local environment and ecology. The tourism industry as a whole
requires a thorough management plan and careful monitoring.

32. The Commonwealth has been a supportive haven for the niany sniall states and islands

which make up almost two-thirds of its membership. It should continue helping them exercise

their influence in international forums, as it did at the Kyoto climate change conference. We urge

the Commonwealth to maintain its special focus on small states. In particular, it should provide

funding to help organize access to information networks and developing the capacîty to use them,

as well as for the physical infrastructure of electronic networks.

33. The Commonwealth should assist the development of Codes of Practice and Codes of

Behaviour for sustainable tourism development; for example, by developing a "passport" which

gives responsible tourists access to fragile or protected sites.

34. The Commonwealth must continue to ensure the inclusion of its small state and island

members in the development of education, the provision and sharing of information and

promoting dialogue on best practices in rnany areas, and in events such as CHOGM and the

Commonwealth Games, which give these member states important representation and support

their sovereignty.

Communicationls within the Commonwealth

35. We deplore the low profile of the Commonwealth, and endorse the recommendations of

Derek Ingram's Review of the Commonwealth Secretariat's Information Programme. While the

Commonwealth is not a dominant actor in world affairs, it can influence debates signiflcantly and



facilitate the resolution of stubborn problems because of its unique blend of membership, structure
and traditions.

36. Students and young people generally should be priority targets ini a renewed information
programme, through events such as Commonwealth Day and, the festival of Arts, Music and
Dance at the Commonwealth Games. More effective support should be extended to,
Commonwealth Studies and to access to information and networking through the Internet. The
Secretariat should more vigorously enlist the energies of Commonwealth fellows, local branches
of the Royal Commonwealth Society and Commonwealth professional associations to spread the
word.

37. The CFTC can play a critical role in movmng away fromn a traditional donor-recipient
relationship between ficher and poorer countries to a more genumne partnership. With
significantly greater resources, it cmi augment the bargaining power of member states in
negotiations on such matters as access to markets, minerai development, debt levels,
telecommunications, etc.. The Commonwealth must prioritize the Fund's objectives to, focus on
those activities where it cmi justifiably dlaim, pre-eminence, and to, cooperate with UN and other
agencies in other areas.

38. We are disinayed at the erosion of respect for basic human rights and democracy. If the
Commonwealth lias nothing to say on Nigeria, for example, it will quickly become irrelevant. The
official and unofficial Commonwealth should seize the opportunity of controversies surrounding
such issues and provide the media with background material on how the Commonwealth uses
consensus to address themn.

Environment and sustainable development

39. Living in harmony with nature is a value which is central to many of the cultures of the
Commonwealth. The Earth's envirornent cannot be preserved without sustainable developmnent -

the balancing and mntegratîon of social, economie and environmental factors to replenish the
Earth's finite resources and support ail manner of life.

40. Climate change, air poilution, poor water quality of oceans and freshwaters, emissions of
hazardous and toxic wastes, and land use, ecosystemns and biodiversity are among the key factors
degrading the global and local environments and threatening the ecological equilibriumn of Our
planet. Information concemning these and many other threats to the environment is readily
available from a vast range of international, national, and local governiments and organizations.
We wiil flot repeat these here, but we wiil cail on the Commonwealth to respond to particular
challenges.

41. First and foremost, the Commnonwealth must truly embrace environmental preservation
and sustainable development as a priority, and not treat it as a side issue for Commonwealth
action. Areas ini which it cai make useful contributions include population growth, consumnptiOn



and sustainabilîty; capacity development for sustainable developmerlt, urban environnments;

industrial eco-efficiency; and the unique problems of small states and islands.

42. The Commonwealth should stimulate the considerable political will and a resource

commitment needed to address issues such as illiteracy, the role of womnen and poverty

alleviation, and to, examine the links between reducing population growth in the developing

counitries of the Commonwealth with reduced consumption in the organization's richer countries.

43. The Commnonwealth must build the capacity for sustainable development among the

cadres of political, NGO, economic, religious and social leaders of its societies and, within the

very organization of the Commonwealth, itself by developing appropriate information bases and

tools, and by integrating environiment and sustainable developmnent into more traditional. funictions

and issues such as economic development, human resources developmnent and funictional

cooperation.

44. We believe the Commonwealth can provide greater functional cooperation on urban

planning by helping to develop databases and information linking poor urban areas; promotmng

appropriate technology transfer to reduce transportation-based air pollution; and providing better

tools and management know-how for the protection of natural habitats. It should help

governments to develop environental laws and regulations which set a minimum common,

denominator for industrial pollution and promnote the concept of eco-efficiency through the

transfer of know-how and management tools.

45. The Commonwealth bas a critical responsibility for small and islanid states which are

particularly vuinerable because of their size, limited multilateral political influence and geography.

They are susceptible to cross-boundary pollution, the effects of climate change, such as rising sea

levels, and population growth, usually within a sniall land mass. The Commonwealth can be a

voice in international negotiations for small developing states.

46. The Commonwealth is in a position to fadilitate "bench-miarking", to identiiy appropriate

technology and information and to facilitate tecbnical cooperation through the CFTC and the

Commonwealth Foundation. It can act as a bridge in global climate-change discussions between

industrial and developmng nations. And it can help to focus discussions more on the environmental

issues of the grass-roots poor, for example in African countries, and guard against the tendency to,

place the priorities of industrial society priorities at the top of the environmental agenda.

Population and Health

47. Enormous population growth has been the phenomenon of the past 200 years and is

expected to continue for the riext century and a half, then fail off as growth rates continue to

decline sbarply. Nevertheless, it is a serious prospect to contemplate a world with some 50%

more people within the next thirty years. Add to this fact tht the highest growth rates are found in

areas of extreme poverty and the greatest health problems.



48. Ail in ail a sorry picture. Can the Commnonwealth play a significant role to, mitigate the
situtation?

49. With problems of population and health being global in nature, we see the
CoMmonwealth's role essentiaily as an intergral part of the effort of the larger international
comuauit>. However, we do think there is a unique usefulness that cornes from the
Commonwealth's ability to draw on its family tics of influence, shared values and history of
mutual assistance, friendship and understanding.

The Ottawa Branch of the Royal Commonwealth Society nwas privileged and honored to have
been afforded the opportunity to organize the Commonwealth in the 3rd Millennium colloquium.
We are grateful for the advice, intellectual input andfinancial support receivedfrom; The
Canadian International Development Agency,ý The Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy
Development, the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, the Commonwealth
Foundalon , the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, Agora Communication and Pitney
Bowes.

Background and discussion papers are available from the MC - Ottawa Branch web site at:
http:I/www.agora-group.com/rcs
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Colloquium: The Commonwealth in the 3rd Millennium

Royal Commonwealth Society, Ottawa

20-22 February 1998

THE COMMONWEALTH: THE CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES 0F THE 3RD MILLENNIUM

Address by The Hon Sir Humphrey Maud KCMVG, Commonwealth Deputy
Secretary-General (Economio and Social Affairs), Friday, 20 February 1998

Mr Chairman, you r Excellencies, friends and colleagues. 1
arn delighted to stand before your distinguished Society today. It
is always a privilege to contribute to the work of what is the blue
ribbon of Commonwealth NGOs; but particularly so when this is in
Canada, which is inl so, many ways the cradie of the modem
Commonwealth. 1 take this opportunity to, salute the memory of a
great Canadian, Arnold Smith, the Commonwealth's first Secretary-
Generat, who did so much to shape our association.

My Secretary-General, Chief Emeka Anyaoku, would have
dearly Ioved to have been here himself. But he is today on his way
back from the South Pacific, and so cari only be with us' in
spirit.
Readers of the works of Ben Okri witl know that Nigerian spirits
have a tendency to assume a life of their own and wander into
unexpected places, so we should flot assume that the Chief s
physicat absence necessarily means we cen escape his immanent
presencet But the penalty for you 18 that instead of a rich Nigerian
baritone, you have to listen to a hlgh Etonian tenor whose accents
todlay have littie place in Tony Blair's "Cool Britannia".

It is always a pleasure to corne to Canada, even in the
aftermath of an ice storm. When Prime Minister Macmillan came
to Ottawa in 1919 he described this as the happiest 10 months of
his lîfe. T7here was fishing: there was boating: there was
swimming: there was flirting: and there was a limte serious work".
1 see that in her fundamentals Canada has flot changed much
since then!
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When your policy consultant, Dr George Post, wrote to us last
month he perhaps rashly expressed pleasure that 1 would be
bringing a 'lhoughtful message from the Commonwealth
Secretariat. 1 shall try to match that prescription, though 1 hope 1
may be allowed to share some reflections which are more Iikely to
provoke than to, soothe. If this is flot entirely welcome, may 1
remind you that the mind i9 like a parachute: it works best when it
is open.

1 thought 1 would take advantage of my four and haif years as
a Commonwealth Deputy Secretary-General, first, to give you an
idea of how the Commonwealth looks from Rts engine room ini
Marlborough House; secondly, to look at its strengths and,
weaknesses, and in particular to, see how far the admirable
language in which its principles are clothed le matched by its
practice; and flnally to offer some thoughts, on 'the threats and
opportunities it faces as the 2Oth Century closes. Si les
francophones entre vous y trouvent des échos de la division die
l'analyse en trois plans chère à l'Ecole Nationale d'Administration
française, tant mieux!

As a former British diplomat of sorne 34 years standing, It
was deeply refreshing to join the Secretariat as an international cýivi
servant. One was casting off the world where the "Sir Humphreys"
were expected to say "Yes, Minister" (or even 'Yes, Prime
Ministerm) at every tum, to plunge into the liberating environmfent of
a multicultural organisation freighted with history, triomphes et
misères. Since it has been the practice of the Canadian and other
Commonwealth Govemments to send their finest to work in the
Secretariat, I found richly talented colleagues ready to steer me
through the shoals of the Commonwealth's economîc and social
programmes. In my earlier dipîomatic Ilfe, 1 had had some
acquaintance wîth intemational economic relations; indeed 1 had
cut my teeth on Commonwealth business at a Commonwealth
Finance Ministers Meeting in the 1970s at which one Jean Chrétien
made his international debut. But I had never been asked to deal
directly with the health, education, women's affairs, youth, science
and teohnology or the environment agendas as 1 encounterec i(n
Marlborough House. Not every Commonwealth Govemnment thinks
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that we should be involved in 'ail of these areas: it is a matter of
judgment when the butter gets spread too thin to taste! But
Minîsters have decîded collectively that we should be so involved,
and it has been exciting to try to prove them right.

it quickfy became apparent that Commonwealth
Governments, with the best will in the world, were flot always able
or prepared to give the Secretariat the means needed to achieve
the ends they willecf. he total budget of the Secretariat (today
somne £37m) is considerably less than would normally be
administered by a single relatively junior officiai in BritairVs
Department for International Development. When the £24m of the
Commonwealth's technical assistance arm, the Commonwealth
Fund for Technical Co-operation (CFTC), s0 ably administered by
my Canadian colleague, Mr Nîck Hare, is subtracted, and our fixed
costs of salaries and administration are similarly removed, the sumn
remaining for the direct costs of our programmes is by international
standards ridiculously smali (£3.8m).

The trend, too, is disheartening. Since 1991, the year of the
Harare DeclaratiorVs new programme, resources have fallen by 25-
30% in real terms. Worse stili, four new members have joinsd or
re-joined our association. 1 therefore have to sperid a good deal of
time explaining to our funding governments how we manage 8mall
pookets of money to ensure that each flows into an area of
comparative advantage, where the Commonwealth can make a
distinctive contribution. The effort of exposition often seems
disproportionate ta the sums in question. Successive reviews of
our programmes have suggested that the money is weil spent.
Anid when we were asked last year to say whether we couid spend
a budget of £50m instead of £37m, and to identify projeets to that
end, we had no difficulty whatever in doing so: and late proposais
had to be tumned away.

in brief, we are well aware of public expenditure constraints
on our funding govemments. But we .would hope that when our
Heads of Governrnents' committeci themselves at Edlnburgh to
reverse the fali ini ODA, they meant it. If so, this wouid eriable

P. 4/12
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more generous provision for the programmes they have asked us
to carry out and an up-turn in a still-failing trend.

Our main task la to organise the consultation and
collaborative functions which give the Commonwealth its strength
and relevance. For me this has meant helping to run a series of
ministerial meetings. Their conclusions form the mandates of the
Secretariat's Work Programme. Often siting on the Chairperson's
right, 1 have had the chance to observe the Commonwealth in
action: the good-hearted exchange of experience'and wilingness
to, listen: the humorous irformality, enabling Kiribati to address
Britain on a basis of absolute parity; smal African states politely
but pointedly Iamenting Canada's withdrawal from the
Commonwealth Science Council (CSC); St Vincent protestIng with
Caribbean eloquence at the loss of preferential access for bananas
under the World Trade Organisation's (WTO) regime;, John Major
being lectured by Presient René of the Seychelles on the need to
empower women - a sertes of illuminatîng vignettes which i believe
could have occurreci in no other organisation.

The overarching meeting is of course the Commonwealth
Heads of Govemnment Meeting (CHOGM), the lest of which was
held in October 1997 in Edinburgh. 1 was prMvleged to attend ail
the Executive Sessions but not of course the Retreat at St
Andrews. 1 also played some part in the drafting of an Economic
Declaration which with one exception was adopted as it stood by
Heads of Govemment. Ail CHOGMs seek to have a Ianclmark.
Vancouver's in 1987 was the founctation of the Commonwealth of
Learning (COL). At Edinburgh this Economic Declaration was
cleclared by its Chairînan, Tony Blair, to be a fitting complement to
the Harare Declaration that was agreed in 1991. 1 will resist the
temptation to iift the veil on the action off the pitch, the
conspiratorial meetings which accompany every international
meeting, but which at CHOGMs are particularly vivid and intimate.
Monsieur Jean Chrétien, a veteran of Commonwealth meetings
over the last 25 years, was his usuel commariding self, while Mr
Lloyd Axworthy made a notable contribution both as a member of
the Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group (CMAG) and on his
two visits to the Commonwealth Centre (organised by your

P. 5/12
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colleagues of the Royal Commonwealth Society), to further the
debate with NOOs on the banning of landmines. If 1 may be
personal, my task as Chairman of the Committee of the Whole
(COW) which drafted the Economic Deolaration was enormously
facilitated by the unprompted and imaginative help 1 received from
the Canadian delegation, headed by Mr David Malone.

So much for the inner workings of the Commonwealth. Let
me now draw up briefly a balance sheet of the strengths and
weaknesses of the contemporary Commonwealth, as seen from my
desk in Marlborough House. Its assets are important. They
include first its diverse, even heterodox and growing membership
of 54 states - not, in the event, entarged further at Edinburgh - a
global sub-set which represents more than a quarter of the world's
population,. ranging from the mighty India to tiny Pacific islets -
embracing ail the rîch tapestry of the world's races, religions,
traditions and language groups. A worid fragmented in interest
groups and regional blocs needs the Commonwealth's model of
unity in diversity.

Secondly, it has devised a modus operandi which works by
the consultative and co-operative pursuit of consensus, giving its
smallest members a voice in the ear of soe of the world's major
industrial nations, and providing technical assistance which is
closely focused, flexible, and cheap and responsive for the
recipient.

Thirdly, it also has a priceless historical network, whose
commonalties of language, law, accountancy, academic standards
and business practice, represent an invaluable if often latent asset
- a legacy, not a construct. Witness the Commonwealth Business
Counoil, offspring of the Commonwealth Business Forum which
preceded CHOGM, whioh will now activate this network to promote
trade and investment between our members.

Fourthly, it has accumulated a weatth of experience in dealing
with a wide spectrum of political, eonomic, social and cultural
questions on the global agenda. On the racial issues so ably
describod in Ali Mazrui's paper, those of Rhodesia *and South Africa
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leap from the page. Less dramatic but no less important is the
Commonwealth's success in guidîng military or one-party states
irito the path of pluralism and democratic practice, overtly in
election monitoring exercises, more discreetly through the
Secretary-General's gooci offices which have so often de-fused
potential civil wars.

ln the field of economics, the Commonwealth has a
particularly creditable record over debt relief, where the
Commonwealth's support for British initiatives in'1990 and 1994
has alrsady begun to reduce the burden of debt on those least able
to bear it. Thanks to the Commonwealth, the issue of debt
sustainabilîty has been on the agenda of the IMF and the Word
Bank since 1966. Private investment flows to Africa, Asia and the
South Pacifie are already being augmented through the
Commonwealth Private lnvestment Initiative (CPII) which
Commonwealth Finance Ministers conceived, and a fourth fund tIn
the Carîbbean is Iikely to be established this year.

ln the social field Commo nwealth Youth Ministers will meet in
May this year to endorse a Plan of Action on the empowerment of
young people - and 1 arn particularly glad to see so many young
people with us today. This Plan will give riew vigour to the work of
the four regional centres through which the CYP's programme is
ciellvered, enabling young people to participate in the national life
of thet r country and win a hearing for their views. The innovative
diploma for development riow to be delivered by distance learning,
owes much to the COL which British Columbia as welI as the
Govemment of Canada generously support.

The Plan of Action crn Gender and Development devised by
the Commonwealth, andf launched at the Beijing UN Conférence on
Women in 1994, is now being imptemented by Commonwealth
Govemnments across the board, again with strong Cariadian
leadership. Our Health Programme fulfilling the mandates of the
Iast ministerial meeting - the flrst ever to be hosted by South Afica
- is so calibrated as te enable better resourced organisations like
the World Health Organisation (WHO) to direct their funds Into
needy Commonwealth countries, with womeri, children and Aids

P. 7/12
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victims the particular targets. The programme for Women and
Health received a special subsidy from Canada.

The' last social sector is that of Education, the oldest field of
Commonwealth collaboration. Here Commonwealth Ministers have
asked themselves how the new technology can be used to improve
the delivery of education at everylevel, and how the curriculum
should be adjusted to accommodate the demands of technology in
the work place.

This catalogue of achievements would be incomplete without
mention of the environment, another area where Canada has been
able to make a signal contribution. The IDRO under Keith
Bezanson was a founder ffiember of the lwokrama International
Ramn Forest Programme in Guyana. We have now been able to
raise US$8.2m of core funding, to launch what can be seen as the
jewel in the Commonwealths crown in the implementation of the
Rio Agenda, with its special relevance to climate change,
biodiversity and forestry. This work is buttressed by that of theý
Commonwealth Science Council, whose four flagships are of
outstanding contemporary relevance to global needs - water,
energy, biodiversity and capacity building for the application of the
new technology for development.

The Canadian Government can take pride in the imagination
and generosity of its support to the Commonwealth. With such
assets and activities, no wonder so many countries want to, join our
familyl

But 1 believe your meeting this week cannot duck a set of
liabilities which threateri the achievement of the Commonwealth's
objectives and may even test the loyalty of its members.

If 1 may speak from the perspective of one sitting in London,
the perception of the Commonwealth by the man in the street (1
use the term in the gender-inclusive sense!) is often bored and
even hostile. Derek Ingram has ably speit this out in his recent
revlew. Our image (he shows) is one of an outdated institution
locked into its historical origins as offspring of the British Empire.

P. Ea/12
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The Commonwealth may do good by stealth: but as Mark Anthony
reminds us: "The evil that men do lives after them; the good is oft
interred with their bones". Many see us lacking the muscle and
courage to answer contemporary needs. -The Commonwealth's
strength as a weight-beariflg structure is seen as critically
weakened by the imperatives of consensus, the lack of a clear
mission statement and failure to live up to its principles.
Retrospective articles at the end of 1997 in British newspapers
summing up the features of last year made no mention of the mUK
Year of the Commonwealth"; stili less was there any serlous
reporting on the Edinburgh Economic Declaration. We are right to
dlaim comparative advantage in many ameas. But the message
does flot get across.

Another weakness, to speak frankly, lies in the siender
financial resources deployed to the Commonwealth by its principal
fundîng govemments, as a share of multilateral aid. For the
industrialised counitries, membership of the Commonwealth is
cheap and represents a good investment. Canada's 28% reduction
in contributions to the CFTC over the lest five years was
generously reversed by the 9% increase announced at Edlnburgh.
Britain continues to pay 30% of the gross cost of Commonwealth
programmes and overheads. But as a proportion of the British
multilateral aid programme, this amounted to no more than 1 % in
1996, when Canada's stood at 2.7%. Others gave more, and
Malaysia and India have recently increased their confribUtflons to
the CFTC sharply. Commonwealth programmes, we are told in our
govemnance bodies, are seen as useful and well-managed: but the
marginal pound in the aid vote tends to go te bilateral programmes,
not to us. Yet the Commonwealth Secretariat lea demand-clrivefl
organisation, responsive to the needs of our member states.
Demand for our assistance consistently exceeds the supply of
funds to meet it. We could undoubtedly make a greater impact
wlth more resources to sustain our programmes. Must we remain
'the stone that the builders rejected'?

Commonwealth Govemnments often display a certain reticefice
in acknowledging the Commonwealth as the provenance of ideas
they carry forward ln other fora. Thus Commonwealth initiatives

P. 9/12
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have flot always been cited or quoted when the relevant topie (such
as debt relief) has been addressed by Executive Directors in the
IMF or the World Bank or by delegates to UN meetings, e.g.
addressi>g the interests of small states. This is flot invariably the
mile. Commonwealth Environment Ministers began to meet after
the Rio Earth Summit and have managed to forge consensus on
sensitive issues. that eluded UN negotiators. That agreed at
Edinburgh on climate change was much quoted in the passages at
the subsequent Kyoto Conference. But this was the exception
rather than the rule, and the warmn embrace of solidaritty which
Commonwealth conferences engencler seems to fail away when
exposed to the chilly and combative atmosphere of typical UN
meetings.

As 1 said earlier, the Commonwealth .can rightly dlaim to be
a global sub-set, and this is undoubtedly one of its strengths. But
the emergence of new institutions like the WR) is changing the
world, and the proliferation of new regional associations threatens
the multilateralism on which the Commonwealth is founded. It is
quite understandable that Commonwealth govemments should give
first priority te their regional agenda: Canada in NAFIA and Britain
in the EU can be said te have done se already. But there are
dangers. For instance, when the Caribbean arnd African High
Commissions in London presented the Secretariat with an
alternative draft Economic Declaration with the thought that this
might displace the Secretariat's text which was based on
consultation with all our member countries, the procedure was flot
without its risks for our collective solidarity and welfare.

One must aIse ask how much success we have had in
implementing the thirci leg of the Millbrook Action Programme of
1995, which called for the Commonwealth to share its techniiques
of consensus-building with other fora. True, we increasingly holci
Commonwealth ministerial meetings in the margins of other
international events like the Commission on Sustainable
Development, or the annuel meetings of the IMF and the World
Bank. But the transmission mechanism 1$ lmperfect and our
practice of building consensus rather than voting seems flot aîways
to be compatible with the ground miles on which other organisations
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operate. Whlle our publications are admired, our methodology
remains faintly suspect to those outside the fam[iy circle.

b) 1 hope you wiIi flot find this -balance-sheet impertinent, or too
disrespectfuf of one or two sacred cows. But 1 wouid not be
standing before you today If I thought this were the end of the
story. My own, experience Ieads me to believe that the
Commonwealth chariot, with its twin wheels of the Harare-and
Edinburgh Declarations, under-pinned by its technical assistance
arm, is wel placed to T make a différence". On thé global agenda
our record in the area of promoting democracy, building capacity
anid defending human rights already commands respect. Others,
whether of the Francophone community in which Canada's piays
such an mpratrole, new aspirants to Commonwealth*
membership and enlightened international Institutions have said
they admire the initiatives we have takon on the ground. 1 arn
thinking of such fields as gender, micro-oredit, distance leamning
and coastal zone management. On the economie agenda, the
work commissioned by CHOGM on the destabilising effects of
capital markets volatîlity and the elimination of corruption in
economic management is seen as relevant, constructive andi
ground-breaking. The Commonwealth's updated report on the
VuInerability of Small States is already reoognised as a unique
piece of advocacy for the special needs of small states, and has
already been borrowed - with due attribution - by relevant UN
bodies working in the same area. Above ail, the work being done
withln the Commonwealth to narrow the gap between the
beneficiaries of globalisation arnd the-actuai and potential victims of
marginalisation is seen as the right job at the right Urne.
c)
d) So we have plenty to be proud of, and ample scope to do
more. But we must be honest arnd hard-headed. If 1 had to
summarise the threats we have to address, 1 would point to four
ameas:
e)
1. failure to match ends with the means needed to achieve

them;
a)

P. 11/12
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2. Iack of political wiIl by govemments to fuifll the commitments
they have signed up to;

a)
3. the Commonwealth's inability so far to fight its way on to the

front page of the world's media; and
a)N
4. the ignorance or indifference of so many among the

intelligent young, on whose imagination and energy the fate
of the Commonwealth will depend.

a)
The rich agenda of this week's meeting provides, a wonderful

opportunity to address these questions. 1 arn sure you wiIl corne
up with trenchant and relevant answers. As a humble labourer in
the Commonwealth vineyard, 1 look forward to your offerings with
impatience and 1 thank you for listening to me today.

dcrcsspà.doc
17.2-96
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ore of it, although we may flot recognize ail of it as
f it.

,as only a fraction of the world's population that had any
riy money to spend on anything beyond staying alive
ered. Consumerism - the abili'ty to spend money on
,ted to very few, outside North America. Even in
iiddle-class had been developing for a century or more,
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But trade has nevertheless changed radically from the mercantilist concepts of

industrial nations importing raw materials and exporting manufactured goods.

(Canada, incidentally as historically a net taker of foreign investment, does the

opposite, exporting wheat, sulphur, potash, coal and forest products to markets like

Brazil and Mexico and importing automotive, telecom and information technology

produots from them. In the case of Mexico, Canada's imports mainly automotive

products, have increased about ten fold to US$6.5 billion since NAFIA was

formed.
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competitive advantages inclucling price,
, with much more aggressive marketing
ing particularly the affluent Asian market
vvan.>

increasingly be exporting knowledge.
,ould have argued that in so doing they
own destruction by giving the skills to
:icient and not buy imported prQducts.
cis that outward foreign investment
few today. There is a more sinister

governments in the developing world, as
t political views tend to be to the Ieft of
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good economic policy, and that cornes with education and training. Peru has done
exactly the same more recently, following even worse mismanagement of its
economy mainly in the Garcia era. Canadian irivestment in Peru for this year is
running at about $2.5 billion annually, maybe $6 billion if certain large projects go
ahead.

This can also work in favour of some of the smaller economies. El Salvador for
examnile. which for vears was racked bv civil war and with no sign of economic
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lems in Asia. Lenders and investors
'jable project in the private sector is a
a government guarantee, the hall mark
"WeII structured" in recent weeks has

V", given many in Asia did flot have

iragement, however. US Eximbank's
he described Eximbank's role in
-ograms, as to "get the banks in and
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On a different note, banks are finally applying technotogy advances to international

trade and it is now only a matter of time before the time honoured paper letter of

credit will give way to electronlo alternatives. One of the fastest growing is a trade

credit card enabling an importer to pay for goods in the same way as a consumer or

tourist. The day cannot be far away when any buyer anywhere will access via the

internet a range of alternative providers of a given product and pay for it with an

inctmnt.qpfllII ielertronic funds transfer. Or if he wants financing, by making his
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A satellite to serve the Commonwealth
cleserves attention as a Millennlum project

u1 Iritatioal preident of the Comnuwealth journalists S~oie.
Ný=fDrdicusionat Royal Commnonwealth Society Cofloquium, Otaei. 2-19

Theprpoalby OMETITtht te omoneath shdbe served by it

ownsatllie dseresdebate. A low-cot ($3-million perhaps), Iow orbit,

Buttheide, eergng n te Cmmowealth Secretariats Inomtion Program
review, sern o be gettinig the cold shoulder. Itdsre better. If the merit



Let's set up a process for censuring
Commonwealth police who beat reporters
Murray Burt, international president of the Commonwealth Journalsists Society.
Notes for discussion at Royal Commonwealth Society Coloquium, Ottawa, Feb. 20-22,1998

The tolerance level is unacceptable high in the Commonwealth for appalling
official behavior towards the media.

Three rights are too often trammelled in this area:
a) human rights;
b) freedom of speech, and
c) freedom of the press.

Though sometimes conflicting rights together and severally they deserve our
urgent attention and action if the Commonwealth is to have any credibilitv as



HOW DO WE GET THEIR ATTENTION?

By Jim Carr

There is nothing scholarly about this piece, just a few observations from a former



Then, in 1996, 1 was lucky enough to be chosen a Commonwealth fellow, which

meant a month of talk and travel with 11 other mid-career professionals from around the

Commonwealth. We spent two weeks in England and then two weeks in Canada studying

institutions and, more importantly, examining each other's perspectives and biases. Not

surprisingly, we bonded just as a younger version bonded nine years before.

Atour first meeting, there was general discussion of how the Commonwealth was



As the month progressed and we Iearned about the work of the Comnmonwealth

and its agencies, it became more and more bothersome that others knew so littie, just as

we knew so littie before we arrived ini London to take advantage of that great opportunity

together.

So now it is nearly two years later and we confront the samne problem: How do we

get their attention?



Some will say nobody cares about what the Commonwealth thinks about itself

a-nd, besides, it's just self-promotion. Editors, though, are constantly on the lookout for

commentary on international subjects. Most of them want to assume a reasonable level of

curiosity and sophistication among their readers, so running occasional pieces about the

Commonwealth's work would be more welcome than you think. In any case, there is

nothing Iost by sending the stuff along.

There are flash points that grab the world's attention and they should be used to

Nigeria. In



of ethnic or religious intolerance, the Comnionwealth's exemple is out of sight and out

of mind.

Schools preach these virtues to their students but my three kids in the public

school system in Winnipeg have neyer uttered the word -Commonwealth" in my

presence. Other than noting that quaint pink on a world map, there is precious littie

known about how valuable a forum the Commonwealth bas become, especially for
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for development." The Bank identified three distinct aspects of governance.4 These were,
the fonn of political regimes, the process by which authority is exercised in the management
of a country's economic and social resources for development, and the capacity of a
governnient to design, formulate and implement policies and discharge its functions. The
form of the political regime ini a country was deemed to be outside the Bank's mandate which
is thec promotion of social and economic development when thie policy on good governance
was formulated ini the early 1990s. Accordiiigly the Bank focussed its attention on the second
and third aspects. It should be noted that govemnance does flot apply only to the public sector
as corporate governance is equally important. The laws and regulations applicable to thec

components.
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8. The Development Assistance Comznittee (DAC) of the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) uses a definition' sixnilar to the World Bank to
denote the use of political authority and exercise of control ini a society for the management
of its resources for social and econoznic development. This definition encompasses the role
of public authorities ini establishing the environment ini which economnic agents flinction and
in determining the distribution of benefits. [t identifies the three aspects of governance as the
World Bank does, iLe., the form of political regimes, the processes by which authority is
exercised ini the management of a country's econoznic and social resources, and the capacity
of the government to forniulate and! implement: policies and discharge its flinctions. The
OECD recognizes the rul. of law, public sector management, controlling corruption and
reducing military expenditures as important aspects of governance. It links good governance
with participatoiy development, human riglits and democratization and sees the emergence

agencies
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âge goods and services différently to allow a more
ýduced role for the state implies that fewer activities
at have been selectively identified as core activities
e need to be delivered more effectively than ini the

-rn of control and intervention to one of providing
ate sector to function. This requires effective
ervention, a reduced role for the delivery of public
.re the private suppliers of these services enjoy a
smiller and highly professional bureaucracy that is
in the paradigm of the state requires it to play a
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17. Investment in physical and social infrastructure is required to enable governments to deliver
public goods sucli as defence and law and order and others which are largely the responsibility
of the state sucli as health and education. The state lias to keep social fundamentals under
rcview to safeguard that development is stable and sustainable. Public policies, and programs
need to ensure that the benefits of growth are shared and lead to a reduction of vovertv and
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ment;
,ocal governance;

Ces.
wr these will achieve the development objectives of
aining livelihoods, protecting and regenerating the
nent of wonien. Governance prograxns bave been
global levels.

rnbines governance with concemn for human rights
role that civil socicty organizations, can play in

and
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23. The OECD approach to good governance has been to suggest prograins for donor support
among its members i the areas of public sector management, the mile of law, controiing
corruption and military expenditure which it has identified as important dimensions of
governance. These are a part of a broader and more complex agenda which includes
participatoiy deveiopment, hwnan rights and democratisation. This agenda was endorsed by
the Development Assistance Conimittee of the OECD i December 1993 ".

24. Whatever aspects of iovernance are covered by the loan and technical assistance operations
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ýe, there will be volatility in these flows causing
to developing countries when the western world

Lnd financial liberalisation before the supporting

the recent financial turmoil in East and South East
relevant to the subject of govemnance. The main
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Qften been large anad unwieldy for effective decision making and made up of fanrifly members
who are major siiareholders and senior executives. The reforms introduced should make
compn <irectors accouutable for gross negligence or other falrsto perfôrin their
functions. Company law should set out clearly the duties of the directors and the recourse
that shareholders have in the event that these are flot performed adequately. More

proesionlscould b. appointed to the boards of companies. Tecbnical assistance could be
provided to asitthe cutis achieve these changes.

30. The staff of connessol h hnen nn th. harz- f fihilitu ftnd int,4rtv Rid hp frpi.. <if
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,uIation of financial institutions by the Central
às is to strengthen the legisiation governing the
greater supervisory authority over both banks and
ling up their capacity to exercise this supervision.
Central Banks to prepare the necessary legisiation
i effective supervision.

institutions indicate the need for comprehensive
les that will be implemented by skilled staff and
igement. This requires a clear delineation of
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contribute on a voluntary basis. The Fund's Plan of Expenditure in 1996/97 was of the order

of Pounds Sterling 25 million (C$60 million). CFTC assistance has been effective in the

selected areas of intervention although it is small in relation to the technical assistance

programs of other agencies.

36. The Commnonwealth Secretariat does not have an explicit policy statement on governance
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eting which brought together 41 representatives of
in practising democracies in Africa, some of whom
mi Coufltres.

>d ta member countries to strengthen democratic
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* supportiiig the. greater flow of investment to developing menber countries tbrough

sciiemes such as the. Commonmwealth Private hIvestmeint Iniitiative;
* assisting countries with unutiale debt burdens and promoting enhanced

multilateral concessionai. financing for them; and
* facilitatiniz successfuil self.-he1n schemes with nonLrovepnn orizanisations and
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Sflagship of the Commonwealth technical assistance
lebt management which was launched ini the mid-
early 40 countries in the Commonwealth to record
The consuhtancy services provided included advice
r debt recordmng and management, the provision of
ned andl enhanccd by the Secretariat, training ini ail
advice on the active management (including debt

:)lio. Recently, the World Bank and IM launched
ri of the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries, some of
The Secretariat has begun assisting countries to
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48. This sanie degree of trust exists when countries seek technical assistance from the CFTC.
The Fund is relatively small, flexible and able to function with less bureaucracy than most
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52. Governments need to manage the process of policy formulation, coordination and
implementation in an effective manner to improve the functioning of the public sector as a
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rea could be support for the commercialisation,
- sector agencies which need to be accompanied by
cDr reform and corporate governance.

t for private sector development and advancing the
groups needs new legisiation and the strengthening
.d in the area of private sector development for the
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i the field, particularly the multilateral institutions. This can be donc without sacrificing the
quality of the assistance that will be provided.

57. The Secretariat cari play a significant role ini promoting good governance ini the
Commonwealth, much beyond the financing it provides due to the cohesive nature of and the
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Annex 1 The Experience of International Agencies

World Bank

WorldBankassistance to countries for promotn governance bas been principally through
adjstmnt endngand rted technical assistance, economnic and sector work and research, and

polcy ialgu. Tis dialogue is con4ucted ini the contexct of the Bank functioning as the Chair of
theConulttie Goup an pepaatin f cutyassistance strategies and country economlc

memoand. Sctoal djusmen lons xtededby the. Bank have supported various prograrns
intrducd t imrov pulicsector management. They have included civil service reforms,

imprvedfinncil maageentandstat enerpiserefbrm icovering rcstructuring, closure, and

CiW SrWc RfOrn as ocsse iitill oncot cttng ndretenhmet olowed by improving

govmmetsto stalih rguatoy famwors wer thseare neesayad provide the.
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covered the restructuning of enterprises involving ail aspects of their operations such as the incentive

structure, pricing, subsidy and labour policies, management practices etc.; the liquidation of loss
making enterprises to case the burden on the budget and reduce crowding out of the private sector;
and privatisation and divestiture to promote competition and efficiency.



poverty alleviation by assisting in the struggle

including
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have been supported
.ssments being donc ùx
.d Central Asia, which



en receiving budgetary allocations, it has
between economic growth and niilitary
prominently in the policy dialogue with

~n aid. Third, the civilian control of the
pDrovides a framework for public scrutiny
ýrograms. If developing countries adopt
,flect a country's genuine security needs

that are relevant to its mandate. It does
ecisions except ini situations where the
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ng those involved with planning and management,
r-eporting and accountability.

'cial management that are important for achieving
croeconomic poficies, the external sector (covering
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procedures for financial accountability by providing
o enable them to build the capacity of audit institutions

insition to democracy by providing tecbnical assistance
-guIatory reform and policy development;
ioning of democratic institutions such as legisiatures,
he Speaker etc. by providing training, equipment and

assistance for

of the





* assist Miïnistries of Finance in procedures for budgeting (including investment progranuning)
and public expenditure management, training staff in project formulation and analysis to
improve the preparation of public investment programs, creating or improving financiai
information systems, and improving the administration of tax and customs offices; and

* assist in collecting baseline data on goverument employees, undertake reviews of niinistries
and state enterprises that need restructuring, contribute to progranis intended to pay off
redundant public sector employees and promote private sector activities that will replace
those doue by the public sector.

The excessive role of the state, bureaucratic approaches to resource allocation, weak systems of
accounting and poor enforcement provide ample opportunities and incentives for corrupion i
developing countries. Action has to be taken at ail levels of the government and business to address
the causes of corruption particularly the low salaries paid to civil servants. Further, in the case of
international commercial contracts involving either aid fiinds or the countzy's own resources, it should
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Aunez 2 Documents Reviewed

World Bank

1. Governance, The World Bank's Experience, 1994
2. Putting Institutional Economics to Work: From Participation to Governance, R Picciotto,

1995
3. Governance and Returns on Investment, Ishamn, Kaufmnann and Pritchett, 1995
4. In Search of Owners, Lessons of Experience with Privatization and Corporate Governance

in Transition Economnies, C.W.Gray, 1996
5. Ownership and Corporate Governance, Claessens, Djankov and Pohi, 1997
6. Rote of Goverrnent in Economnies, of Developing Countries, J.E.Stiglitz, 1997
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for whom the main
le economic and social
ini Commonwealth

Ievelopment.

as well as those for
countries and many
thus provides a rich

raw lessons for

)mmonwealth Science
Learning. I will focus
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enges facing the CFTC?

;t haif of this decade, continuing
ilted in a 30% decline of CFTC
ive increased their pledges by an
OGM that Canada was increasing
compared with other, larger,

=FC is often pushed into
e on the Commonwealth agenda.
and activities. Dispersion is very
, in terms of effectiveness.

ies is also an important issue. For
>ctober, to add to CFTC's range of
lent Access Fund to assist
[g to, and taking advantage of, the
JNCTAD, ITC and WTO already
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yen further, country co-ordination could provide the basis for developing
irger context, around the needs of small and poor middle states in the XXIst
>ds are nurnerous and range from the impact of globalization, to national
amental vulnerability. The CFTC's current mix of programmes and
evisited in light of those more targeted areas of needs. Given the importance
91problématique" witbin the Commonwealth, many studies already exist
)r assistance.

-ept of partnership, between member countries need flot be sacrificed either
cus on small states. Lessons learned from the vuinerable small states can
r larger developing countries and small states can benefit from the
ýr, more industrialized developing countries.

,day that the CFTC could focus its programmes and activities by limiting its
to small and poorer states. This proposai was of course raised here today
stimulating the debate on the future of technical co-operation within the

achieve
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in Health: Prospects for the new Mi]llenni uni

health practitioner, from a broad health
riore visible and tangible, clinical and medical one,
which the general public is usually more aivare.

fth and medical technologies have been
id changed, especiallv over the past few decades, it
esumptuous to try to do more than revieiv some
ations and issues in hiealth which are of relevance
d to speculate on some of the directions,: which





perceived largelv as benefiting the dvnami c and powerful
are mentioned. The need for partnerships is raised,cieties: politicians, academics, other leaders, and the poor.

Sstate activism, stamping out corruption, and the

for poverty eradication in the 2lst centurv, bv-

ectancy at birth to not Iess than 4b years bNv 2000 AD; to 70

!r 5 mortality rate (U3MR> to 70 bv- 2000, 45 bv 20i-3
it mortalit:v rate ( EIR) bv- haif from the 1990 level bv- the
ier haif by 2015
,nd moderate malnutrition in under 5s bv hiaif from

care
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Table 2
Hu man Development Indices (HDI):

Selected Developing Commonweal th Countries, 1994

Coun try HIDI Rank

Hong Kong 0.914 22
Barbados 0.0907 25
Sin-apore 0.900 26
.Antigua &Barbuda 0.892 29
Trinidad &Tobago 0.880 40
.Malav-sia 0.832 60
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ewhat differentlv- in ariother UN"ICEF
1997 (4>, from wvhich the followi-ng table

Table 4
ted Commonwealth Countri es, 1996

* Le'vel of Access
East & South Asia

& Pacific

Australia 1
Mal aysia 1
Singapore 1

Sri Lanka 2
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as aiso made to tite commercial exploitation of children, locallv and asivhich is known to be prevalent in several countries, and the inevitables, of whichi include HIN' infection and AIDS.

collaboration ivith the public

and 40s,
Jamaica, Sri

role of t,
i ons,, for





rth Weight shiow\ a similar ranking (%Gage, 1994), Iv1ilh

~: Bangladesh 50
Sweden y',

Source: Ibidem, lip.98 to loi

'The State of the XVorId's Children- is devoted overwhelminolv
)n/jmalnutrition. It defines various manifestationq sv ndrom neýmakes links to intellectual development; , examinesý the
between poor sanitation and growth; ex\amines, breast feedinglobstacles; and looks iii detail at microriutrient deficienci'e< andcameo'. are given, featuring, gains in nutrition in vaio(us parts

dAA
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Leaders and partners

r economic activitv anid status, there %vould seem to be about 4ýnd donor partners in the Commonwealth: The United Kinigdom,ja and Newv Zealand. With time and stability, other members couldme major partners also: Nigeria, India and 'South Africa.o observe that, after vears in which the UJnited Kincvdom seemed to



Table 7
Aid Flows, Selected Donor Countries. 19814/85 and 1994/95

As %age of GNP ODA per capita ($U~S)
Countrv HDI 1984/185 1994/ 95 1984/ 85 1994/ 95



1-5

ý]l1-estabi ishjed aiid respected universities
iiversitv of Britishi Columbia, th e
i Mfem orial Unix-ersitv ini N.ei\founidIand;
ýbec universities of Lavai and MNontreal,
v and e.\panding) Commonwealth.

veral of which, %vith an interest in one or



ýected liealth instutionsThiere are
Ca lcuitta,

ýr l' E
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in government, neiv excitement lias folloived the
rom the new Department for International

ýerty: A Challenge for the 2lst Century

reshing in its claritv, comprehensiveness and the UK
o, international development. In it the Iead given by
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,1- Pursue these targets irlpartniership wýith poorer countries who are aiso committe4 to them.

4. Put in place neiv iays of wvorking witli the IJK private and voluntanv sectors, andth researchcoinity, toivds the international developmient targets including transforming theCommnonivealth Developmnent Corporation into a dynamic public/private partniershidp.

S.Measure the effet-tiveness of our efforts, a1ongside others, against the targets, indluding the airnof lia]lving the proportion of the ivorld's population fixing in extrenw povierty hy 201S

6Ensure that he full range of Goemn plke affe tng dveloping countries, incuding
ernet divsrn10l 4ent ndagicr~al policies, tke. fiÇçount of or sustain*le

developnwent ojectiive.

7.Give particulr attention to bura nxighs, trnsaent d1 accolu ble g -r ent andcr
labour standardç, bui1d-ing on the Government's ethical approach toitratoa eltos

8. Use our reores pr<>actveJy to promote political çtahili- and so-i a] cohsi on and to respond
ef f eti veiy tonf i f1t

9. Ecuaefnnilçailih-and4the reduction oif the externai1 debt of develpn coufljrjeq tosustainable levels.

10. lncrease public udrtadn f ouwjtual dependence and the need forineatol

Il. Ensure that rsuc adeavlabl for developnient are iase4 only for teupw nedd

reewthe 4ecline inU çSpenigo dv pnnt a«tance, and reffrnisthe UKcommiilentto *the 0.7 percentUN tagt

-,ý -F -- 4ýofth-,'ê
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il- developing countries build their own
f globalization
Multilateral Agreement on Ilwestimen t

ment to core labour standards and that it
'ering environmental standards to attract

Y's abilitv to make progress in eIimnlinatini(
ctices throughout the ivorld bv' increasin,'
il co-operatiori programmes, -uc ast
the Elimination of Child Labour, and bv
es to encourage adherence to humai,

w-,ith developing couintries to support thleir"
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It points out that dex'elopment funids have been diminiishingi-- over
recent vears; in the case of Britain, down to 0,27 %- of GNP. Neot onIv
wil1 there be focus-ingý of efforts, but the government ivili reverse the
declirte, moving towards the 'U N target of 0.7<' , startiing inp 1999/ 2000.
Ail future assistance to developing coun tries is to lbe o>n grant terms.

b. Hurnan Ri-lits and Deve1pment:

- Hiuman riglits necessarv for survival and dignifiei livin~g are~ sen to
include:

the ight to a~ standard of living adequate. for h>ealthian we1-
bein%'of tle individual and his! her familv, incldnfo,

wý,ater and housing, and the righit to continuo~us imnjr oveîent-
of livimg conditions
theri-lit to the hig-hest attainable standard o~f plhvsica and

metlhealth

In defining ,Iecific objectives in relation to the elimination (if povert% il, por
countries-, one finds ulpder Better education, hea1th and opporiiesorpol
peopie the ftlo1frwiIlq:

- , 14we Pilad maernal jortalitv
- baý..Ic Weal cars. for ail, inc1udino reroductive servk'Cý

-~~~~~ sf rnigiater and foo*d security

- efetv uivrsal prim education

- emrgncv n h'umanitarian needt,

Soe ntrntoa di4veomn îtagts m~ientioned undr therub (if hun

aneoietwil vlb sd whk moitr rores-s toivard-poet elnatiOn
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SECTION, 2

ng Partnerships

rs and deveIljpment agencies to build
tcoujttries to strengihen the commitmnent to
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Ta kIir hich death and disabilitv rate- arnon. poc'r
rn1k~sof ic~ throughout the world cannot aCces,

th~~cr1ds cLpIatIon Iack accesq t ett .ective niean,;
-heIter, fodand educati<rn, as vwelI as essential beaIt
imrnIoVï' InOLr people&s health are to suceed.

Recent studiesi have indicated that a spend (?) of just
sufficient to niake, a real difference to the suffering of' r
iniuniiizationi anid nutritional siupplements and pbi
AIDS, and seuIvtraii-iimitted diqeases and -,ubst4Ince
deveIorin£ count'lp- srnýn le-.- thirn 47 npr 1nwrvn



cy of Policies, which covers the ne\t 5 su b-
I owi ns themes: Climate Change; National

ent;Globl Enironmiental Assistance;
Approach to Debt Relief.

wvelopment, merelv- reiterates the last 3

t is higýhlighted and reiterated at everv

velopment vvili obviouslv work closelv %vith
uch as the Commnonwealth Secretariat, whose
the areas delineated for support but vvhich
function in the field, and as related to trainint
broadlv to help disseminate Britishi Culture,

ze hi-lier education and specialist training ]n
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Famnijv and Reproductive HeaItJi and HJ\'/AIDS (net).

1997ý) gives Energv\, Water Resources and
iriorit-v areas of activ'itv proposed for the

s to oet
anid

ment of
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amples of ivhere Commonwealth countries, by iworking
,le to build up needed institutions in order to, confront their
nviding a range of training and skill building a ctix'itie-.

ate decades, g-iven the nevý- circumstances and leaders-hi p iii
ne %vould venture to predict that manv of the health scourge-
the Commonw~ealth countries, and other countries- in the

ed or eliminated, through intra-Commonwealth cooplera ti0n
!other agencies and institutions. The principled actions.z
.wernment give hopie that this is feasible.

hi Sticated communication and information technolo gies.
corne le-s costlNv iithin a short time, one could foresceevt,
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A Demographic Profile of Immigrants from the
Commonwealth in Canada

By John Samuel Ph.D.

During the 1990s, Canada would have welcomed more than two million

immigrnts from almost every country in the world. On a per capita basis,
Canada receives more immigrants than any other country in the world. As the
cliché goes, we are all immigrants or their children. But for immigration,
Canada would have been a much smaller country population-wise and

probably much less prosperous. According to demographers, if Canada had

stopped all immigration at the beginning of this century, the country would

have had only 12 million people occupying the second largest chunk of real

estate in the world.

A recent report produced on behalf of Citizenship and Tmmigration Canada,
envisages changes to the Immigration Act and regulations and it appears if

implemented, Canada's reputation as a country that receives immigrants with

enthusiasm may be lost. This is despite the warning from Canada's Chief

Statistician, Ivan Fellegi that "unless fertility increases to at least the

replacement level, total population will start to decline in the first quarter of

the next century" (Fellegi, 1990: 4). Fertility has not shown any signs of

increase and it continues to remain below replacement rate. However, this

paper is to survey the past.

In the past, the rest of the Commonwealth has contributed significantly to

the growth and development of Canada by sending its best and brightest



from
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As is well known, the ùnmigrant intake changed significantly s ince the

sixties when Canada's immigration policy was liberalized. This is evident

when the number of arrivais from various commonwealth countries are

compared for the différent peniods during and afier the 1960s.



overtaken by India as the largest supplier of Commonwealth immigrants as
seen in Table 4. India supplied 68,000 immigrants while the UK sent only
63,000. Immigrants from Jamaica and Guyana came in the range of about
30,000 each. Sri Lanka (20,000) and Trinidad and Tobago (13,000) came
next. In the 5,000 to 9,000 range were: Pakistan, Malaysia, South Africa,
Kenya and Tanzania.

In the first five years of the 1990s the diversification of immigrants' sources
from the Commonwealth continued. India again was on the top with 71,000
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Umuted Kingdom. For the seventeen countries listed in Table 6, the number of

females exceeded those of thxe matés, 53 to 47 percent. At one extreme were

immigrants from Jamaica among whom there were 58 percent females (Chart

3). On the other hand, 52 percent of immigrants from Pakistan (Chart 4)

were maie. For India, it was 50-50 (Chart 5).



by India. Quebec occupied the fourth rank among the provinces with 67, 000,
almost a third of whom were from the UK. Immigrants from the UK were in
the 10,000 to 18,000 range in Manitoba, Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan.

Major Metropolitan Areas

In terms of major metropolitan areas, Toronto, as is to be expected, was the
city preferred by most Commonwealth immigrants with 592,000 living there.
Vancouver had 168,000, and Montreal 62,000, as seen in Table 8 and Chart
7. Calgary (51,000), Ottawa-Hull (43,000), Edmonton (41,000) and
Winnipeg (25,000) were the other major metropolitan areas of settlement for
Commonwealth immigrants. A quarter of Commonwealth immigrants in
Ioronto had come from the UK, one sixth from India, one seventh from
famaica, one tenth from Guyana, and one eleventh from Sri Lanka. In
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metropolitan areas (Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal) attracted the majority

of Commonwealth immigrants.



Table 1

Immigrants from Commonwealth Countries, 1996

1996

United Kingdom 6535
India 235930
Jamaica115800
Guyana 77700
Sd Lanka 67425
Tdnidad and Tobago 62020
Paistan 39245
South Africa Republic of 28465
Malaysia 19460



Vanuatu
Kiribati
Maldives
Tuvalu

TOTAL

Table 1

30
15
0
0

1478310



Table 2

Ilmmigrant Arrivais by Country, 1961-1970 -j

1961-1970

U¯nited Kingdom 168140
India 25080
Jamaica 17715
Trinidad and Tobago 14035
Guyana 7685
Barbados 5170

Ausaa4470
South Africa, Republic of 4355

Malta 2990
Paistan 2670

-New ealand 1935
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 1440
Malaysia 1385



Table 2

Nauru
Swaziland
Tuvalu
Vanuatu

TOTAL



Table 3

Count y, 1971-1980

1971-1980

United Kingdom 91
india 132950

Jamaica 435
Guyana435

JOubico

lblic of



Table 3

Kiribati
Maldives
Tuvalu
Vanuatu

IOTAL



Table 4

Immigrant Arrivals by Count , 1981-1990

1981-1990

India 68080
United Kingdom 63450
Jamaica 29575
Guyana 27725
Sr Lanka 19535
Trinidad and Tobago 13330
Pakistan 8960
Malaysia 8605
South Africa, Republic of 7930
Kenya 5895
Tanzania, United Republic of 4935
Ghana 3920
Singapore 3590,



Table 4

Nauru
Solomon Islands
Tuvalu
Vanuatu

,TOTAL



Table 5

by Coun ~11-199

J Kingciom
ica

tan

of



Table 5 18

Kiribati 10
Maldives 0
Samoa 0
Tuvalu 0

TOTAL 257050



Table 6
18

,x Distribution of Immigrants in Canada
om Selected Commonwealth Countries, 1996

Male Femaie Total - Sex
istralia 6735 7925 14660
irbados 6755 8470 15225
lana 7235 5845 13085
iyana 36030 41670 77700
1ia 118885 117045 235930
marca 48545 67255 115800
>nya 8530 9470 18005
idaysia 9215 10250 19460
wla 5155 4290 9445
ikistan 20530 18715 39245
1gapore 3570 4400 7970
uth Africa, Republic of 14075 14390 28465
Lanka 35065 32355 67425

nzania, United Republic of 8920 9210 18130
nidad and Tobago 28745 33270 62020
landa 5305 5450 10755
iited Kingdom 303340 352195, 655535
rAL 666635, 7422051 1408855,
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POWERFUL SYNERGY

FOR MAXIMUM GROWTLI

%L ECONOMIC HURS,
;TERS, INTERFIRM

R7 RAGE
TECHNOLOGY,
[ARKET PLACE





Introduction

This paper was originally presented at TECHNOPOLIS 97, an
ational conference on clusters and advanced technologies, organized by
inference Board of Canada, in Ottawa, in September 1997. Three
ed persons from twenty-four countries attended this conference,
ling representatives of a number of Commonwealth countries.

The Economic Developers Association of Canada EDAC)
quently requested a special edition of this paper for consideration at its
1 conference at Whistler, British Columbia, in October 1997.



Forewtord

The information in this presentation is the product of six years of

national and international work in the field of small business growth

mechanisms, including regional economic centres, clusters, and diverse

forms of interfirm collaboration including flexible business networks.

During this period, the author has travelled and spoken coast to coast in

Canada, the USA, Europe, Australia and New Zealand on regional economîc

growth and small business growth strategies. In 1994, the author conceived

and negotiated. the Four Country MOU on Business Networks with Norway,

Australia, New Zealand and Canada, to share information on regional growth



Pennsylvania state program; Gregg Litchenstein of New York;
Professor Phil Shapira of Georgia Tech, Atlanta, Georgia; Raffaele de Maria
of Bologna, Italy for great insight into the Italian interfirm collaboration
program based on regional economic development commissions and clusters;
and Richard Hatch of New Jersey who documented the highly successful
Italiari experience in interfirmn collaboration around regional economic hubs
in that country's northern industrial region, a thirty year history of success
and prosperity, clearly demonstrating the value of regional economic
development centres and related SME interfirmn collaboration.

Michael Porter's international research on clusters has served as a
useful frame of reference, and we look forward to his new book. The
successful application of Porter's cluster model by colleague Ifor Ffowcs-
Williams of New Zealand has demonstrated its merits and its contribution to
that country's improved international competitiveness position as ranked by



David Crane, Economics Editor, Toronto Star, has written many

informative columns on growtýh strategies for the ne,\% economy, including

clusters and interfirm collaboration. He was very kind to participate in a

conference in Ottawa in 1994 on the subject of Building A CompetitiVe

Economy For The Global Market Place. His book, "The Next Canadian



Professional colleague, management consultant Bill Barnard, CMC,
buted enormousl-y with many practical, early stage initiatives in
irm collaboration arising from clusters and mini-clusters across Canada.
significantly, working hand-in-hand with local entrepreneurs and
ial economic developers, Bill Barnard proved that clusters could be
ively stimulated and interfirm collaboration easily started with the
e knowledge of globally competitive practices, in a variety of urban and
mvironments, in both old and new economies, with great success. It
,en a great pleasure to work with this pioneer, Bill Barnard.

One of the most important emerging subject areas that the new global
my must deal with is diversity and gender différences in the work

Human beings are the only economic resources that think and feel,

To achieve



The Honourable John Manley, P.C., M.P., Minister of Industry, has

been instrumental as advocate and leader helping Canadian enterpriseS create

the new knowl,,edge-based economy,, with initiatives such as the Industrial

Research and Assistance Program, the Canadian Technology Network, the

Network of Centres of Excellence Program, the Technologzy Partnership

Program, Canadian Foundation For Innovation, the Canaian Business

Networks Demonstration Project, the Canadian Community Investment

Program. The many organizations of the Industry Portfolio continue to

innovate and build the new knowledge-based econorny in close collaboration

with Canadian entrepreneurs.



Executive Summary

Global Paradigm

The most successful and rapidly growing parts of the emerging global
:>my have concentrations of businesses and supportive infrastructure,
i on knowledge, technology, innovation, productivity, competitiveness,
a high connectivity and collaboration among firms and infrastructure.

These concentrations of firms and infrastructure, connectivity and
boration, are identified as regional economic hubs, clusters, business
orks. In highly evolved cases, where this is a focus on advanced
ces and technologies, knowledge and support infrastructure, a form of
;trial concentration may evolve known globally as a technopole.



investmnent in institutional infrastructure: national scientific research

institutes, sector technical institutes, centres of excellence,~ innovation

and desien centres, technology transfer centres, productivity

irnprovement centres, benchmarking institutes, competitVeleSS

centres, universities and polytechnical institutes wvith high calibre

programs, ISO quality management systemn standards;

* investment in local physical infrastructure: highways, airports,

harbours, multi-modal transport facilities, power systems,

tel ecommuni cations, electronic highways, weather forecasting, etc;

* creation of a national network of financial institutions, commercial



Thinkers of the Emergingr Global Economy

[ichael Porter, Professor, Harvard Business School, author of
)mpetitive Advantage of Nations", and consultant to many countries
omic competitiveness and grow.ýth strategies, has advocated a cluster
:) accelerate regional economic development in the new global
Y.

sabeth Moss Kanter, Professor, Harvard Business School, and
if "World Class: Thriving Locally For the Global Economy", has said.
locally based firms to flourish, they must replenish their stock of



John Dean, Director, SmaII Business Office, Auslndustry, has created a

scale, re.pional hub based, business networks program for Australian

3Tradenz, the

smal



of S -nergy-ý

ynergx' can be a very pow.,erful strategy for building competitive
ige and for accelerating the growýth of local economnies.

fore precisely, tMis synergy helps individuals andfirms to s/tare
r and specialized knowledge, to aggregate titis knowledge, to add
4itIin tte firm, to leverage this knowledge as competitive advantage
rier interes:edfirms, and to innovate in lte marketplace.

ynergy occurs in diverse agglomnerations of business enterprises and
arly in advanced technology business environments, and as thte new
ry emerges, synergy based on a very itigh knowledge dimension is



Technopoles



,entres or Hubs

centres, with varied sectoral concentrations of
uding smaller clusters or mini-clusters of firms in such
rai manufacturing, professional and technical services,
nd wood products, foods and agrifoods, fisheries,
ourism, arts and culture, crafts, music and film,



Community Leadership For Growth



Currency of the New- Economy

and firms
economic hub, or technopole, the activities of
*e gerierally focused on means to become
usually based on diverse efforts at using
on. Regardless of the good or service, or the
ual organization, the underlying resource that
ge, the currency of the new economy. In the
irge and small firms are seeking many ways



Svn ergy Factors,
Lom-Cost High-Lev
Regional Economie

Synergv acts e.

advantage and acceli

* Whatfactors le

* What strategie3

* 14w can stroni



conornic hubs cati contribute to sustainable growth by
;ubstantive knowledge / learning organizations through their
rs and boards of directors, by seeking and diffusing
to assist local enterprises, by advocating interfirm
:)n 10 share knowledge, by supporting the creation of local
all economic sectors, by seeking best international examples
;e knowledge building, and by continually replenishing the
base. When major stakeholders, including both business
-ucture leaders, the board of directors, and the mass of local
together understand the importance of knowledge as the

irrency of the new economy, and work cohesively to share,
egate, leverage, and actively replenish knowledge, interest
'eholders, infrastructure and entrepreneurs will remain high.



economy,, is knowledge, and these regional economic hubs work assiduously

to ensure that ail of their activities are keenly focused on the sharing,

building, aggregating, leveraging and replenishing of this essential
knowl,,edgie.



range over a sustained period of time, wvith individual high
firms working in clusters and wvith interfirmn collaboration
% real annual growth rates.

erted national effort could produce a sustained period of
job creation and national prosperity for Canada. A new
:h, graduating in knowledge and technology rich programs
;, engineering, computers, entrepreneurship would find
opportunities in new enterprises, and many would create

iew micro firms with high growth potential. Most
a concerted national effort would help transform Canada's
into a knowledge-based, advanced technology, world-class
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PIONAL CONCENTRATIONS FOR
GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS
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)WLEDGE-BASED ECONOMY
ýTIONAL ECONOMIC, INDUSTRY, TRADE POU CY

KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS FOR GROWTH

ES, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGIES

MCURING AND MICRO.MANUFACTURING

(FINANCIAL, BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL)

SCINCE ENINERIG AND TECHNOLOGY; RESEARCH AND
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EDGE-BASED ENTERPRISES

)WLEDGE TO COMPETE

INDIVIDUAL AND FIRM KNOWLEDGE,



KNOWLEDGE-BASED WC

*NATIONAL EDUCATION STANDARDS AND SYSTI
KNOWLEDGE-BASED ECONOMY, ENTERPRISE,
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DEFINITION 0F A CLUSTER
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HIGH PERFORMING CLUSTERS



.3 HlGH PERFORMANCE CLUSTERS

,L LINKAGES TO HELP BUILD TRUST

RTUNITIE$ FOR FIRMS TO MEET, DISCUSS,
ONE ANOTHER

CIBLE BUSINESS NETWORKS TO ALLOW



IMAPPING / DOGUMENTING / STRENGTHENING CLUSTERSI

*DOCUMENT FOUR JNTEGRATED ELEMENTS 0F EACH LOCAL
CLUSTER, PER INDUSTRY SECTOR

- CORE FIRMS

- SECONDARY FIRMS
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REGIONAL ECONOMIC HUB
* BRINGS ALL MAJOR PLAYERS IN LOCAL BUSINESS

COMMUNITY TOGETHER: CONCENTRATES THE
KNOWLEDGE, STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE, ENERGY,
RESOURCES 0F MULTIPLE PLAYERS

* FOCUSES ON COMMON PURPOSE: COLLABORATE
TO MAXIMIZE REGIONAL BUSINESS GROWTH

* HIRES CEO i PROFESSIONAL STAFF
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EAS FOR GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS
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>KNOWLEDGE-BASED ECONOMY
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4RE ONLY THREE WAYS
ISINESS CAN GROW
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E-BASED SMEs SUPPLYING MNEs IN
'ICAL BUSINESS NETWORKS

MEs combine to supply MNEs, to cr.ate a knowledge-rich,
c, advanced teçhnology giood or service
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COMBINING KNOWLEDGE-BASED VALUE ADDED PROCESSES

SEVERAL SMEs, LED BY AN ALPHA FIRM, CAN COMBINE COMPLEMENTARY
FEATURES 0F THEIR KNOWLEDGE-BASED, VALUE-ADDED PROCESSES IN
A GREATER FLEXIBLE BUSINESS NETWORK
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STAGES IN THE GROWTH 0F A BUSINESS NETWORK

• Readiness

Lead firms, or Alpha firms, develop competence
for interfirm collaboration

* Feasibilitv Studv



ES OF BUSINESS NETWORKS

LETON MANUFACTURING NETWORK
ELY 80 FIRMS IN TELECOM, COMPUTERS,
'IBN TECHNOLOGIES, ANDREW YOUNG)

-CULAR RESEARCH TO COMBAT CANCER
)TECHNOLOGY / MEDICAL RESEARCH;
ilS COOPER)



MICRO RESULTS / IMPACTS 0F
DANISH BUSINESS NETWORKS PROGRAM*

520 Danish SMEs in 82 Business Networks reported these resuits:

COSTS
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-GloÔal Heaith and Population Challenge.s: How Can the Commonwealth Help?*
by Margaret Calley-Carlzont A CoUiroquiitm an the Coimaonwealth at an, Effective

Multilaieral Organizatiern. Ottawa, Ontario. Februarv 21. 1998

F) What's new about this? There are two very interesting new developments:

1) New reports from UN show this transition moving even more quickly than originally
thought. The rate of growth, flot the population levels, is dropping sharply., A UN
release dated November 13, 1996 highlighted this slower population growth -- now
growing at 1.48% per annum (much below the 1975-1990 average of 1.72 %) at 81
million per year, which is also considerably below the 87 million per year average
that occurred between 1985-1990, known as the peak period in the history of
population growth. This is about 1.8% in LDCs; .4% in industrialized. This lower
growth means that the 1995 population was 29 million or 1/2% lower than
forecasted in 1994: broken down it was 34 million lower in LDC and 5 million
higher in industrialized countries.

2) The world average of 2.96 children per family is down from 3.10.

G) So what does aIl this mean for what is ahead in the forecast? Well, the medium fertility
variant is now set at 9.4 billion in 2050 (11.1 billion as the high and 7.7 billion as the low
variant).

1 ) Small différences in the post fertility stabilization numbers will make enormous
differences in the population picture. For example, if India's fertility stabilizes at
about half a birth below replacement, population size a century from now would be
about wbere it is now --.9 billion, instead of the 1.9 billion presently forecasted. If
fertility were to stabilize at half a birth above the replacement rate, the population in



-Global Heah and Population Challenges.: H'>w Cal, Ille Comnonwealth Heip?'

by Margaret Catley-arfiron, A Ctilltqutuin (en the Commonwealth as an Ejiecrave

Muirilaieral Organizatwfl. Ottawa. Ontario. Februar v21. 1998

C) The re-emergence of some old enemies have occurred over the past decade -- tuberculosis,

malaria, dengue fever, among others in both the developing and the developed worlds. New

transmission patterns and viruses have produced variant strains resistant to current

prophylaxis treatments. These are probably going to, continue to re-emerge with the ease of

global travel, the speeding-up of telecommunications, and the heightening of global warming

D) The spread of food linked diseases caused by new agricultural techniques has evolved from

societies that ate food produced by known processors nearby to societies that eat food

produced many thousands of miles away by unknown processors or various uncertified-

distributors. For example, in North America, several recent outbreaks of cyclospora found in

raspberries grown in Guatemala underscore the volatility of food borne diseases that can

wreak havoc in today's modem cconomnies. Other similarly new threats could possibly be the

result of new production techniues in the food industry altered by genetic manipulation and

mutation, helped along by pesticides, fungicides, etc. -- mad cow disease, the Hong Kong

flu, et al.

E) The demographic transition will bning new challenges: by 2020 non-communicable diseases

will accounit for seven out of 10 deaths in the developing world; today the toil is less than

haîf.

F) Mental illness is a rising problem with which the world copes badly not only in treatment

and in understanding, but in acknowledgement as well.

G) The powerful force of globalizazion and the consequent need to compete on a national basis

with low taxes bas moved every country to reduce or eliminate deficits and cut taxation.

Since health care systems are often at least partly taxpayer funded, these systems have

absorbed a large share of the deficit reduction impetus.

H) The pressure on costs have neyer been higher. The more we discover we can do, the more

systems are pressed to make technological advancements and pharmaceutical discoveries

improving medicines to render relief more efficiently. While these are cost effective at the

level of the individual, and often reduce therapeutic expenses, they are immediate cost

drivers if looked at systematically.

1) Canadians are among the healthiest people in the world, and have probably reached the

health status where increases in health spending will have not produced commensurate
increases in health status.

* Our society, as well as the medical profession in general, has encouraged the
"medicalization" of social ilîs. It is less complicated than addressing the real

problems. But it is precisely the breakdown in social factors such as bousing,

employment and education that lead to an increased use of the medical system.

* The medical care system is made responsible for treating irritable bowel syndrome,

fibrosis, headaches, low back pain, fatigue, Iow birthweight babies, and fetal alcohol

effects that result from lifestyle behavioural ilis. So where do we put investment to

curb the rise of these undoubtedly medical problems?
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A) Health: We have, as a global community, corne a fair distance on policy priorities. A
synthesis of 10 major healtb analyses from WHO, the World Bank, UNICEF, UNDP,
Commission on Health Research, Carnegie Commission and CIDA shows real convergence
in the policy prescriptions.

1) The priorities assigned in the World Bank report are interesting. Under the section
Improve Government Spending on HeaIth, four priorities are listed:

* Decrease government expenditure on tertiary facilities, specialist training and
interventions that provide littie healtb gain for the money spent;

* Finance and implement a package of public health interventions to deal with
substantial externalities surrounding infectious disease control, AIDS prevention,
environmental pollution and behaviours (such as substance abuse and drunk driving)
that put others at risk;

* Finance and ensure delivery of a package of essential clinical services defined to
each particular country's conditions; and

* Improve management of government health services through such measures as
decentralization of administrative and budgetary authority and contracting out of
ser-vices.

2) Akthough flot perfectly, in a very real sense, the Canadian Government bas followed this
path discernibly. And these guidelines have certainly motivated the cut backs whicb
declining budgets bave brougbt about. Canadians have learned tbe painful lesson that we
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denied access to information and services; 100 million of those would prefer to space
the next birth or have no more children if they had access to the resources allowing
them to do so. The Commonwealth needs to join with other groups trying to make it
seem normal and natural that this happen for ail women within and outside its realm.

3) We want Health Systems focussed on areas of major need and we need to boîster the
policy processes likely to lead to that resuit. For example, maternai mortality,
unnecessarily high in many Commonwealth countries, could be greatly reduced if
Safe Motherhood techniques were globally available to ail who seek this aid.

4) We want 'later babies' -- girls having babies at a later age in life (e.g.. as women)
leads to healthier babies and thus lower infant mc-rtality. For mothers aged 17 and
under, the risk of death during childbirth is 2-4 tiines higher than for mothers aged
20 and above. Even in the more affluent Commonwealth nations has teenage
pregnancy been on the rise. Britain has the highest rate in Western Europe and
Canada's rate has increased more than 20 percent in over 10 years. We must give
girls a chance to be educated, to flnd values and to find their own identity before
they identify themselves exclusively as mothers. We want this because it would
cause a decline in the maximum population the world will reach.

5) In ternis of reproductive health issues, we want better quality of care because people,
especially women, should be well-treated and given choices. This promotes more
contraceptive prevalence, and therefore a better demographic outcome.

6) We want to meet unmet demand for family planning because it is wrong that women
should have fertility which they do not want, which impedes them and their families
from living better lives, and, most notably because there would be as much as 1.9
billion fewer people in our future forecasts if we started to address these needs
seriously. For the sake of the planet and the health of the women and children (both
boni and unborn) on it, we have to act more earnestly about stopping the "too early,
too often" birth pattern that still persists in many places.

1 would like to conclude by saying there must be more engagement of these issues at aIl levels in the
Commonwealth. There should be a real feeling of optimism for the task of bringing these issues forward
into the Commonwealth agenda for future development. The doors to this path are swinging open -- we
can push them further stili and walk througb to a better future. Quite worth the effort.

References:
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Introduction.

The ending of the 1990s has seen more changes to governance through
the emphasis on decentralisation, parti.cipatory democracy,,
transparency, partnership development and other concepts iricluding
diversity, as globalisation becomes more topical. This means this
change must be managed carefully ini order to achieve our goals.
The next millennium should ensure sustainability, consolidation and



the enhancement of human well-being.

The general trend in the world today is towards "human

administration", greater participation and detnocracy at the

grassroots. In this context democracy has become the most important

legitimising force for democratic governance.

Ris torical Perspective.

The Commonwealth of Nations is one of the most important

institutions striviflg to ensure that democracy and the rule of 
law

thrive among its 53 member states spanlifg ail the continents of

the world. one third of its membership is located 
in Af rica.

Commxonwealth States cooperate in an effort to promote the basic

principles such as democracy, fundainental human rights, the rule of

law, the ind.ependence of the judiciary, just and 
honest government

as demonstrated by the Harare Declaration of the Heads of State

anid Government Meeting (CHOGM), 1991.

We also note with pleasure that the Commuonwealth 
African Heads of

State and Government, at their CHOGM, held in Gaborole, Botswana,

in February 1997 formerly recognised that effective local

government was an important foundation for deraocracy; a position

adopted by the larger CHOGM in Edinburgh, October 
1997.

It is further noted that the Commonwealth continues to espouse

democratic values in various forct.ncluding in the United Nations.

However, it has yet to be proved that these cieclaratiois and

statements of intent are implemented by our national 
governmnts.

It bas to be further confirumed in practice that Commonwealth

Governmerits accept Local Governmeflt as a sphere of governmeflt as

bas been adopted by the Republic of South Africa. For how long

shall local government be taJcen as a non-goverr'ing 
level?

This paper will cite some examples of the emerging 
good practice in

Africa as well as the reverse situation in some cases.

Why L.ocal. GoverrTwflt?
Whereas local government has existed in Af rica and elsewhere in the

world even before national governmeflts as we know 
them today; its

acceptance and or recognition by national governmeflts has ta)cef

different forms. It bas often been seen more as a tbreat than an

opportunity in most quarters, hence some national governnients

prefer to promote deconcentration rather than devolutioi 
of power

and autbority to local government institutions notwithstandil9 
the

proximity of local governmeflts to the people whose interests 
we al

purport to represent. Local government should be viewed as and it

is indeed that type of autbority, which is se~lf-governilg,

autonoznous, pluralistic and participatory in nature. Local

government bas prîmary jurisdictioi in meeting the common needs of



individuals or the commuriity with respect to their well being and
happiness within its boundaries. Local government is both "local"
and "government" and has two main aspects:

service delivery or provision in which case it can be viewed as a
management, a productive and an administrative system;

deîmocrati.c self-government , when it is considered as a political
system.

Nowhwere has democracy worked well wi.thout a great masure of
local self-government.
Local government is historically prior to central government and
in democratic ternis, superior to any other forni of government
since it is only at the local level that the individual can
really participate in bis or ber own government. The basic values
inherent in local government are liberty, equality and the
weltare of the people. Hence the saying that local governxnent
"lookcs after you from pregnancy, birth, infancy and will bury'you
when you die"

In developing countries, central authorities have more readily
downloaded functions to local governments than they have
decentralised theimplementation tools sucb as financial resources
and qualified manpower to handie the decentralised functions more
effectively. in other cases, countries operate deconcentrated,
systems where the budgetary allocations and staff are centrala.y
cqntrQlled in every respect. This has made local governznent flot



functions they have to undertake;

(iii) Creation and decentralisation of a resource base to finance
development programmes;

(iv) Unreservedly recognising local government as a sphere of
governance capable of implementing effective development
initiatives and giving them appropriate leeway for innovation;

(v) Removing unjustified control of local officials by
decentralising the hire and fire responsibilities to local

councils; and

(vi) Putting in place effective human resources
development,training strategies and other forms of capacity
building.

Though there are negative situations that exist in some

Commonwealth countries i.e the manner in which local government is

viewed and or treated; there are also some positive developments
worth pointing out.

Some Emerging Local Government Practices in Africa.
After the ravaging civil war which crippled the economy,destroyed
urban and rural infrastructure in Uganda during the Idi Amin era,
which saw the total disruption of local government and the rest of
civil society, the present government must be commended for the
policies it put in place which include the constitutional
recognition of local Government in the 1993 national constitution.
This helped to overhaul the system. Today, the people of Uganda
look more to local government for their needs than central
government giving the latter ample space to deal with other
pressing national issues than worrying about uncollected garbage
and collection of dog licences or market fees.

Perhaps one of the major lessons to learn from the Ugandan example
is the devolution of development resources to the districts.
Resources collected in a particular locality are apportioned in a
manner that a sizeable percentage is invested in the area.

Council officials who were appointed by the centre hitherto,and as
such owed allegiance to the centre; there is now a process of
localising appointments through the Local Authorities Service
Commission. Uganda made bold decisions regarding the human
resources development at the local level (both councillors and
appointed officials); through exchange visits, decentralised
cooperation programmes, local and externally based institutional
training programmes. Local authorities were facilitated by
government to visit progressive local government systems in Africa
and elsewhere in the world in order to learn .



Another progressive approach of the Ugandan system is its gender
sensitivity. It is government policy that there shall be +- 30% of
women on any local or central government structure or organ.
However, attention needs to be drawn to the need to develop civic
awareness programmes and the refinement and creating effective
continuai training and capacity building programmes.

There is no recognised conventional multi-party electoral systemn in
Uganda. But the goverrnent has put in place an elaborate electoral
process that operates from the cell to the municipal level, where
the seats are contested as if the. multi-party system was operative.
The governinent commitment to decentralisation gives hope for the
future ini Uganda. At the rate development of the. system is going,
20 years down the road, Uganda may be a very strong democracy to
recorn with in Africa.

in Zim~babwe local government was set up in the 1900s (urban areas)
and 1930s ini the rural areas. Admittedly, the. local, like the
central government system during the colonial era, was racially
segregative as was thie case in South Atrica and elsewhere on the
continent. However, the. institution continued te b. respected up te
and after majority rule when it was democratised. The new
government accepted the importance cf local government. Rather than
abandoning it, the new rulers sought to improve it starting with
urban centres.

One of the. first stepa was its democratisation. This meant the
eraranchisinq of the. black majority who had no vote before. The.



Infrastructural development has emphasis on road networks, water
supplies,and growth points, which provide vital services anid
strengthen the rural economy. This does flot mean reductioi of
attention on health and education. In the latter case, emphasis is
110w on quality rather than quantity.

The electoral system follows the multi-party approach. As a
consequence, rural district and urban council elections tend to now
attract more attention than national elections. A case in point is
the recent Chitungwiza Executive Mayoral elections <28 and 29
December 1997) contested by the ruling ZANUPF Party candidate
Joseph Macheka <MF) and independent Mayorai candidate Fidelis
Mhashu (College Lecturer) which bas been heraldeci as a test case
for reai democracy in Zimbabwe.

In urban areas, the most recent innovation <1995) is the creatioi
of the institution of Executive Mayor in ail Municipal Councils.
Mayors in Municipal areas are electeci popularly. Currently, a
number of African cou~ntries are studying the system with a view to
adopting it. The FEcecutive Mayor is electeci for a term of four
years. The maximum an Executive Mayor can serve is eight years. As
a resuit, a number of Farliamentarians.are vying for the position.

Municipal authorities in Zimbabwe finance their operations froin
resources they generate localiy such as property tax, service
charges, boan funcis borrowed mainly froni Central Goverrmment and
private sector institutions) under centrai governinent guarantee
(x.e borrowing powers are sanctioned by governinent). Property
taxation systeni in Zimbabwe is one of the best in Africa excluding
South Af ri.ca especially with regards the law on property taxation
and identification "Simon H Keith - Property Tax in Anglophone
Afrîca, World Bank,i993". This of course is not necessariiy the
case in rural areas and urban high density areas where the systeIn
is being developei.

Zimbabwe has however centraliseci the electoral systeni with effect
f rom late 1997. Town Clerks are no longer Returning 0f ficers as
before. The Chitungwiza election was conducted by the National
Electoral Commission. The registration process for candidates now
f ollows the saine procedure as national elections including paymeflt
of a deposit, which is forfeited if a candidate attracts less than
20% cf the votes cast.

In ternis of the future of local government in the Commonwealth,
several policy issues ranging f rom the concept of decentzaiisatiofl
itself andi its implication on governance andi devel.opment have to be
considered. In doing so, we need te address local governinent at two
broad levels:

(a) policy - what are the functions to be devolveci or are already



devoIved. to local governmeit; what is the impact on local
governinent; what changes should be made to accoznmodate new
functions or responsibilities anid how can the policies be refined
or improved. This of course requires research anid lobbying.

(b) The second level will be izsplem.z&tation. National associations
should be engaged in capacity building and development of
strategies to implement new policy programmes. This entails
provision of such services as training, research, operating
procedures development, recruitment practices, procurement of
equipment, etc. Central government may flot be willing or able to do
ail this. National associations should be on the forefront hence
the need to strengthen them as well. These policy issues include
inter alia:

(a) Finiance: The level of decentralisation and central-local
goverfiment f inancial f lows; property tax and general tax structure;
property tax as an efficient and effective means to mobilise local
government revenues; and how to, improve the property tax system.
Decisions on these policies do not require lip service often paid
to the concept of devolved power. If property tax is flot accepted,
a viable and buoyant alternative has to be put in place.

(b) Capacity Biliding : This in1 the first instance is a
responsibility of the centre, which invariably receives most of the
credit when things are zunning weJ.l in the country. Central
governments cannot shun away the responsibility for facilitating
local governments, which they croate through legialation. The



(d) Entrenchment of Local Governmsnt in national constitutions:

Whether a country has a constitution or not, democracy would

require that there be appropriate legisiation that ensures that
individual gatekeepers do flot*temper with the law of the nation.

The example of South Africa and Uganda is something that any
serious government committed to promoting local democracy should

emulate. In fact there is a lot that commonwealth governxnents have

to do in order to empower coxnmunities beyond the "Declarations
rhetoric". At present the trend is to make decisions but without a

binding system that ensures implementation of such decisions.

Conclusion.
In conclusion, I urge that as commonwealth countries are engaged in

developing sustainable local government systems, we should commit

ourselves to the application of the following guiding principles
for sustainable development that have been derived from expressed
concerns of local coînmunities world-wide:

* An integral, cross sectoral approach that includes, economic,

ecological and social concerns.
* Participation and transparency, that involves all major groups of

society (as well as participants that do not necessarily belong to

formal or informal organisations) in local government planning and

makes information about sustainable development easily accessible
to the general public.
* Partnerships that build collective responsibility into planning,-
decision making, problem solving, project implementation and
evaluation. These should essentially include a global dimension of

North/South and global local links that f orms an integral part of
local activities.
* Accountability that holds that all stakeholders are answerable
for their actions.
* A systematic approach that addresses the underlying causes of
problems and the entire systems that are affected rather than just
problem symptoms.
* Equity and justice, that provide opportunities and human rights
that are essential to sustainable social and economic development.
* More importantly, we must commit ourselves to sharing our
experiences and learn f rom one another via international municipal
cooperation in partnership with our national, regiona. and
international associations of local government.
*The impact of globalisation, urbanisation and economic growth on

local goverriment in the commonwealth.
* Urbanisation and macro economic reforms.
*Urban development planning in developing commonwealth states,
financing urban developinent and infrastructure.
" Local government politics and governance.
" Fiziancial management, investinent evaluation, mariaging urban

systems and strategic planning in urban management.



We know that furids for a worthy cause -whether social, medical,
envirornental, religious or cultural -cari be raised from both
public and private sources in every single country on earth. We
also know that it is stili difficuit for some of these sources to
appreciate that local government is a worthy cause even though it
looks atter them from the cradie to the grave. In some continents,
commerce and industry as well as trusts and foundations are
approachable to give support to local goverriment. However, thîs
situation cannot be taken for granted in the developing
commonwealth states in Af ric>a.

I thank you.

saved as: a:\rcsoloql.can
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In oui lifetime our planet has undergone one of the most dramatic transformations ini its

history. It has moved from the aftermath of the industrial revolution to a new era in

which knowledge, information and new technologies shape oui lives. Yet, despite the

scientific and technological changes that have swept the world, over one billion people in

the developing countries are engulfed in abject poverty and nearly one billion are

illiterate.

Thec world faces fornidable challenges as our planet stands on the threshold of a new

millcnnium. As the UNESCO Commission on Education for the 21 Century (the Delors

Report) noted, about one fifth of the globe is illiterate with increasingly dysfunctional

school systems where the need is greatest. Furtherniore, the numbers arc growing - 6.2

billion peuple by 2000. Countries Ieast able to support the burgeoning populations under

15 years of age have the highcst growth rates, are thc Icast equippcd to educate, to

provide jobs and to, assure adequate heatth and social services. Thec resulting rapid



Educating the one billion children lucky enough to find a place in classrooms and the 60

million students at universities and colleges might cost about $1 billion dollars. What

then would be the cost of.

* providing literacy education to some 900 million aduits world-wide;

* making basic education available 10 1 billion chidren;

* re-skilling, retraining and keeping current a world-wide workforce of over 2

billion people who will most likely be working till 2025;

senabling some 700 million youth to be economically productive; and.

* making tertiary education available to no less than 150 million aduits who desire

it.

The cost of doing this will be high but the cost of not doing it will be far higher.

Governments must look beyond conventional approaches to create systems that deliver

mass post-secondary education and training comprehensively and inexpensively.

Fortunately, distance learning and new technologies have brought this challenge within

our grasp. They have given us new tools for human resource development - namely the

open learning institutions in the North and in the South. For the first lime in history we

possess the means t0 reach almost every community on our planet in a single moment.

This challenge prompted the Commonwealth Heads of Government to create The

Commonwealth of Learning in Vancouver, the only Commonwealth agency 10 be located

outside Britain. Since ils creation ten years ago it has mobilized efforts in the

Commonwealth, which comprises one quarter of the world's population 10 give access to

knowledge to millions who were unreached or unreachable by conventional education

systems.

The technological revolution is affecting many facets of economic and social relations.

The London Economist has referred to the «death of distance" as the greatest force

changing and shaping our society. At the Commonwealth of L.earning, for instance, Our

programming achievements in non-formai education through a combination of talent,



human skills, knowledge and broadcasting technology include providing funictional

literacy in Ghana, agricultural extension in Jamaica and teacher education in the

Maldives.

In format education, while thec capacity to reach millions tbrough interactive media is flot

yet here, the efforts of the Open Schools of India and New Zeatand and the Open

Universities of Pakistan, Thailand, Indonesia, thc U.K. and Canada in reaching hundreds

of thousands of students demonstrate wbat is possible. Recent reports by the World

Bank OECD and UNESCO predict that in the next decade distance education will ke the

most important mode of delivery for learning throughout life and for life but it should not

be done in isolation.

To profit from research and experimrents in distance education, educational organisations

might prof itably join forces with other countries' visionaries and collaborate with

UNESCO, thie International Telecommunications Union and the United Nations

kcnoi Commission for Afrkca, to promote and support the 1996 Afrkcan Information

I;cevInitiative. This initiative is a worthv model - k tarees the develooment of an



The growing demands for more education, the lack of financial and, more importantly

human resources, the erosion of quality in education systems, and the demands of the

knowledge era for skills are propelling political leaders to crusade for educational reform

- including making access to leamning an easier process. Those with responsibility for

developing skills and knowledge to meet national needs - in the arts, science, business,

agriculture, technology and administration - are resorting to new and old technologies for

this purpose in both developed and developing countries. Increasingly, educational

institutions have taken education to their students regardless of the barriers of space,

time, prior knowledge, gender and affordability. They are active in sectors as diverse as

literacy programmes (Allama Iqbal Open University in Pakistan) to doctorates in

education (The U.K. Open University). Some have only a few thousand students

(Ulniversity of Papua New Guinea) compared to others with as many as 400,000 students

(Indira Gandhi National Open University). Some have been ini distance education for

about 50 years (University of South Africa) and others are brand new such as the

University of Sarawak in Malaysia. Their offerings in distance education include courses

from family medicine to philosophy, from computer science to art history, from

communication technology to English language and literature. However, their effective

reach remains inadequate.

Communications and information technologies that are coming into vogue possess

enormous potential in educational delivery. Technology, however, does not teach. It

enables the delivery of teaching and shifts the responsibility of learning from the teacher

to the learner. This requires governments and agencies such as the World Bank, UNDP

and the Regional Banks to bring distance learning into their sights, to give it a higher

priority and to create an environment in which it can be used effectively. They can do so

in the following ways:



* ensuring that the normally low status of Education Ministries be elevated to be on

a par with, c.g., Defence Ministries with the attendant improvement in resources;

* creating a policy framework for open and distance learning to become an integral

part of a nation's education base as has been donc ini India and South Africa:.

* encouraging minimal standards of good practice for those involvcd in the deliverY

of open and distance lcarning as in Hong Kong - with the necded practical

training, planning and indcpendcnt evaluation;

* crcating pathways for the frcc and easy movcmcnt of credits and credcntials

across the cducation systcmn as in Canada; and

* rcquiring international donor and lcnding agencies and recipient governments to

demonstrate a commitment by including open and distance learning in the

educational planning framework of a country.

One of the major challenges is to persuade the educational establishment that distance

lcarning is an opportunity that adds a ncw dimension Io the educational proccss..

Universities must bc more hospitable than they have been, and better cquipped, to

intcmrte distance learninft into their systems so that it is part of the mainstream. They



inductive approach -1 to listen intently, synthesise information and ideas, to encourage,

stimulate and control discussion and interaction between and within sites. (Khan, 1996:3)

Well-trained, effective, distance educators also have another role to play. They have to

be more persuasive and forceful in marketing their capabilities and to connect with other

sectors. They must inspire confidence in their worth and become energetic missionaries

in bringing distance learning to the forefront of a knowledge-driven era.

There is another reason why distance learning and new technologies are important. They

can help to create the educated citizenry necessary to develop and sustain open

democratic societies. This will not be easy and the cost of doing so will be high.

However, the cost of an uneducated population will be far higher.

The societal impact of basic education is evident in comparing India, a market-driven

economy with hier neighbour, China, a labour-driven command economy. While China*

emphasised primary and secondary education, India expanded its university sector at a

rapid rate though at relatively low cost. By the 1980s, about-72% of the Indian labour

force 25 years or older had no schooling versus 44% of the Chinese labour force. Ini

other words the proportion of China's workforce with primary education was over three

times that of India's labour force and almost twice the proportion of the Chinese labour

force had attended secondary school. At the university level, the proportion of India's

labour force is about 4 times that of China.

Distance education entities of the future will practice a variety of expanded skills and

employ a range of programmes and technologies from franchises at traditional campuses

serving the science, technology and business science needs of those able to pay, to the

subsidised, specially tailored programmes directed to learning centres during non-

working hours. But they will succeed only with a political commitment to serving th eir

nation's learning needs - the necessary financing and infrastructure.



Distance learning is lot, a panacea for ail the ills facing education. Nor can we ignore

that it bas flot always worked. Sometimes the environment was inhospitable or even

antagonistic to it; at other times the human and technological infrastructure necessary for

its success were flot present. It requires both commitment and trained people as well as

technology that is appropriate, affordable and accessible. Conventional, and distance

education have to work together and hamess their respective capabilities. For they can

do together what they cannot achieve working separately.

COL President, Dr. R. Dhanaraj an, has referred to distance learning as "the educational

wave of the future". It is the means for the developing countries to enable their peoples

to advance to higher standards of living and to move forward to the nexi millennium with

confidence. We can fashion a new global community in which illiteracy is banished and

the world's peoples can shape their own future. Biblical teachings tell us that "where

there is no vision the people perish". It is a tiine for vision and no generation bas, been

better equipped than ours to provide that vision.





Vision of the Future
The Commonwealth at the Municipal level of the Caribbean
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